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Moderately high day temperatures prevailed throughout the
month, but with thc advancing season tho nights were appreci-
ably cooler than during the preceding month. While the rain-
fall was considerably less than that of September, unsettled
weather continued in many localities with heavy showers at in-
tervals in most windward districts. Extremely dry weather
prevailed all month in leeward Maui and portions of leeward
Oahu.
Young cane made very fair progress during the month, but
an excessively moist condition of the soil in most windward
districts of Hawaii and Maui promoted a rapid growth of
weeds and rendered weeding and cultivation very difficult. In
many sections, shortage of labor operated as a further check
on field operations. Calle growth in the Kau district of Hawaii
was retarded during the major portion of the month by dry
and windy weather, but serious damage in that section was
averted by light rains during' the third week and heavier show-
ers at the close of the month. 1906 crop cane matured rapidly
and tasselling became g'eneral, especially in Maui and Kauai,
Complete official returns "how that the Hawaiian sugar crop
for the year ended September ;30, 1905, amounted to 426,248
short tons.
(!AYB (![T'F'l'TXG AND J.JOAnTYO JU(!HTNB.
II. G. Ginaca claim" to have perfected an invention for
simultaneously cutting and loading sugar cane. A complete
working machine is now being' built under his personal super-
vision. Test" were made at Honolulu plantation with the cut-
ting portion of the apparatus. 'vVe understand that the results
were very satisfactory. 'l'he inventor expects to return here in
about three months with the complete machine ready for trial.
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ON THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF SUGAR FACTORIES.
In the August number of the Planters' Monthly appears an
extract of the report of Mr. Hamakers on the Hawaiian Sugar
Industry, published in the "Archief voor de Java Suikerindus-
trie." The conclusions arrived at by the author will be
acknowledged by all those acquainted with the local condi-
tions. His praise is as justified as is his censure. Our excel-
lent mills are as fully appreciated by ·the critic as we shall
have to welcome and accept his criticism of that vulnerable
part of ours, the chemical control. It has now become our
turn to improve what has, in its rudimentary state of develop-
ment, been found wanting.
The operation of our factories on a scientific and rational
base is still in its infancy. Like those of other countries, the
sugar industry of Hawaii will have to pass through all its
baby-diseases, until at last it 'will be conducted on generally
accepted lines. Looking back ten years, we find the chemist
a curiosity and an experiment. It-was not until 1897 or 1898,
when the large Oahu mills were started, that we became
accustomed to his appearance. To-day, seven years since,
not less than twenty factories work under chemical control.
As a matter of course, we do not include here the so-called
"amateur-chemists," whom WI: consider of evil rather than
good. Merely employing a chern ist, however, will , not do.
To obtain from his work the highest results possible is the
object in view. But here we encounter marvelous conditions
indeed. Upon entering his new sphere of action, the chemist
of ten years ago not rarely found engineer and sugar boiler in
rivalry between themselves about their authority. To say
that they received him with open arms, would be too much.
For here was NO.3 coming, an intruder who might possibly
venture to entertain the idea of attempting to participate in
their dearly prized prominence. If at al1, he was tolerated
with prejudiced jealousy, but more frequently he was antag-
onized,
It goes without saying that the manager, with a chiefly
agricultural training, and on account of the high importance
of this part of the sugar industry, cannot possibly devote
sufficient time to the manufacture proper. The logical step to
take would have been, and still is. to create the position of a
superintendent, who should be responsible to the manager for
the manufacture in' all its stages. This policy. however, a
few cases excepted, has for some reason or other been
hitherto avoided.
At first, the chemist was confined to the laboratory, where
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he analyzed and reported on samples sent to him. His report
contained some few data about extraction, composition of
juices, and polarization of sugar. Things like recovery of
sugars, or alterations in the method of working, were none
of his business. That would have interfered with "the sugar
boiler! And did he find fault with the extraction, he was
up against the eng-ineer!
As it is rather difficult for the manager of mainly 'agricul-
tural training to utilize even the partial information given
by those' reports, and as he lacks the time to see necessary
alterations carried through, the report fails to be of any
benefit and the chemist remains a mere ornament. It is this
state of affairs which is responsible for the rather generally
held opinion that the chemist is superfluous in cane sugar
factories. As one did not understand to make the proper use
of his work, he was'in manv cases thrown overboard.
His restriction to the laboratory, however, may be well-
nigh considered as belonging to the past and we have reached:
the stage of the triumvirate. He is allowed nowadays to say
a word in questions of manufacture, i. e., his opinion receives
perhaps the same consideration as does the engineer's or
sugar boiler's. The latter two. however, generally exhibit
a masterly skill in checking his influence, which it will be wise
for him not to extend to their traditional realm, although the
best of the concern would require it. One has learned to
tolerate the chemist, but the jealousy still remains; his work"
compared with the former period, has become more beneficial.
One might perhaps approve of the present condition, were
it not for the fact that the manager cannot go into all details.
of manufacture or consult the generally dissenting trium-
virate, on points of minor importance. This being the case,
the necessity of creating an authoritative power is obvious,
and the question only remains: Who shall fill that position?
In other countries ninety per cent. of all sugar factories arc
superintended by a chemist, ten per cent. by an engineer. The
importance attributed ill Hawaii to the sugar boiler is entirely
unknown elsewhere, and his position becomes the more in-
significant, the higher the sugar industry of a country is
developed. In beet-sugar countries, the sugar boiler must
have learned some trade, preferably that of a coppersmith,
and in Java the place is even filled, and filled well, by Chinese.
This is explained by the ability of the superintendent to master
all details of manufacture. By aid of the pan controlling appa-
ratus he is in a position to impart to a. half-way intelligent
laborer that great secret of sugar boiling, as has been proved
in Java and other countries. Nor will it be possible to evade
this course of evolution in Hawaii. Also for these islands the
time will come, when engineer and chemist, like in other
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countries, will be the only candidates for superintendents.
And in fact we already have in that position one engineer and
two chemists.
The superintendent should have a thorough knowledge,
theoretical as 'well as practical.fbf sugar-technics. He should
have had scientific training in order to intelligently interpret
everything connected with the process of manufacture, and
in order to correctly value all innovations. Engineers of a
scientific training are scarce in our industry, as they find bet-
ter inducements in other fields. It therefore remains to give·
our attention to the chemist.
IN e are far from maintaining that the young chemist, fresh
from college, with purely theoretical knowledge, is able to super-
vise the factory. On the contrary, we do consider him im-
perfect, as long as he has not added practical knowledge to
his theoretical training. But theoretical knowledge is the in-
dispensable founrlatioi, to his profession. His duties require
him to visit the factory regularly and see the process of
working. As he is furthermore the scientific adviser of the
manager, and called upon to give account of everything going
on in the factory, he should find no difficulty in acquiring the
necessary practical experience. If the young chemist is given
the opportunity of hecoming familiar with the running of the
factory, and if he docs find the backing of the manager, he
will in a few years, as no other, be the man whom to entrust
with the responsibility for the manufacture.
The start is made. Let us continue in this direction, for the
welfare and for the steady advancement of the Hawaiian Sugar
I nd ustry !
Ph. N.
THE H:i TV.'llLL'i" SeGAR PLXNTERS' EXPEIUJUi]NT
STATION.
The Experiment Station of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters'
Association was established in Honolulu ill 1805.
For some time previous to this at annual meetings, Commit-
tees of the Planters' La bar and Supply Company, the predeces-
sor of the Havvaiian Sug-ar Planters' Association, had calleel
attention to the desirability of having :111 experiment station
where soils and fertilizers could be analysed, reliable advice
furnished to planters as to the propel' amount and kinds
of fertilizers to be used, and where different .varieties of
sugar cane could be grown and tested and analyses of fer-
tilizCI:S made. The advisability of establishing suoh a station,
and finally the necessity for it, became so apparent, that the
project was taken under consideration by the 'I'rustees of the
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Company; advice was sought from Doctor Stubbs of the Louisi-
ana Sugar Experiment Station with a view to procuring the
services of an experienced agricultural chemist, who might
travel among the different plantations of the Islands giving
advice to the Managers about fertilizers and other matters and
who should have a laboratory in Honolulu, with an assistant,
for analytical work.
'I'he correspondence with Doctor Stubbs resulted in securing
the services of Doctor Walter Maxwell, and the equipping of a
laboratory on Nuuanu Street in Honolulu. The laboratory was
opened and ready for operation in May, 1895. Doctor Max-
well's first assistant was Mr. J. '1'. Crawley, who continued as
such for a number of years, and is now well known as the head
of the Hawaiian..Fert.ilizer Company 's works.
The President of the Planters' Labor and Supply Company
in his address to the annual meeting of the Company, in Novem-
b~r, 18!)5, stated "that the sphere of the Station may be en-
larged in various directions, and it will be left to your judg-
ment to decide where the limits should be drawn, and where
nhe extensions of the operations in this line may be made to
the best advantage;"
As soon as Doctor Maxwell arrived in Hawaii he devoted his
first efforts to systematic investigation of the plantations, care-
fully studying the methods with which they were conducted,
the varying soils and climatic conditions, g'iving attention to
the needs of the higher and lower lands and to matters of fer-
tilization and irriaa tion. It soon became evident to him and
to the Trustees of the Company that if the Station was to be
of the greatest assistance to the planters its scope would have
10 be enlarged, an area of land obtained, systematic field experi-
ments conducted as well as the soil. fertilizer and cane analyses
continued.
Therefore, during the yem- 1S!)3, a suita hle tract of land
neal' Honolulu was acquired and «xpeviments started. There
was, perhaps, among some of the planters prejudice against
the scientific methods contcmpluted, hut fortunately this
prejudice existed among' a small minority, and it was not long
before even these arrived at a full recognition of the assured
fact that onlv with the assistance of science could the cultiva-
tion of sugarcane, and the mnnuf'acturc of sug-ar IH'Og-I'CSS, as it
should if they wore to keep pace with the rest of the sugar
producing world, and occupy a position aIn-enst of the times.
The number of chemists employed in the different mills was
growing and indivirlun I plantations were paying more n.tten-
tion to scientific methods.
In December, 1S!)3, the force at the Rtation was increased
by :MI'. C. F. F,('kaI'L the present Director of th« Ag'I'il'ulturaI
and Chemical Divisions,
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Doctor Maxwell in his report of the work of HIe labora-
tories in 18!)(j stated that the land for field operations had been
put in shape for the experiments he intended to inaugurate.
At first these experiments were confined to the leading varie-
ties of cane, and fertilizing trials, made to note the action of
the different f'ei-til izing materials. Green soiling was tested
and general station work carried on. .
Doctor Maxwell was Director of the Station until 1900,
during which time, and up to 1903, the Station comprised
only the agricultural and chemical divisions, the number of
Chemists employed being increased very materially; new
laboratories were erected on the grounds acquired by the
Company and all experimental investigations concentrated
there.
The most important work first inaugurated was to investi-
gate and report on soils. These reports for 1895 and 1896 are
still the standards upon which later investigations have
been based, involving as they do, a study of the
soil of nearly every plantation on the Islands; for "while
"the soils of adjoining plantations may closely correspond
"in chemical composition. their relative fitness to grow crops,
"which may be tr-rrnod the state of maturity of the soil, will
"vary with their relative ngps. one being derived from an
"eruption which OCCUlTed at a time outside our computation
"and the other from a 'flow' whose age is preserved by the
"traditions and even by the mr-moi-les of HYing men. Further
'-'we have the different climatlc changes unde)' which the soils
"are forming or were formed, X at only do the Islands vary
'''in their respective receipts of rain, the conditions on the
"same Island differ in as great a degree. On the upland or
"mauka lands the soils m:e forming under comparatively low-
"er temperature and grcate)' falls of rain. The 10w('1' or makui
{'lands have a hip;.jIPr heat, but the i-ain is notahly less."
'I'he knowledge thus acquired enabled the station to give
sound advice to the planters as to the kinds and quantities of
fertilizers to be applied and g'cncl'all;\' to render assistance in
solving problems in plantation administration.
These investigations and analyses culminated in the issue
of a most complete and interesting )'eport,-interesting not
only to irhe people of these Islands, but to all countr-Ies of
volcanic formation.c-ontitlod "Lavas and Roils of the Hawai-
ian Islands." This report embodies a study of the lavas and
soils of the Islands and shows the results 0;[ the investigations
made, the r-xaminn rlons and annlvses of the soil" in the
field and lahorntorv as oriuiuallv laid down hy the Station. It
is interesting' to note that requests for t his bulletin are con-
st:mtly received bv the Stntion.
Another bulletin issued hv Doctor Mnxwoll while Director of
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the Station is entitled" Irrigation in Hawaii" which was pub-
lished by the United States Department of Agriculture as Bul-
letin Number 90.
In 1900, when this bulletin was written, of the total product
of the Islands 116,382 tons of sugar were produced by natural
rainfall and 166,425 by irrigation. The disparity for the last
crop (1904) is evengl'eater, there having been 260,525 tons
grown by irrigated plantations and 177,529 by rainfall planta-
tions. Irrigation therefore is now and has always been a very
important matter in connection with the production of sugar in
these Islands.
The experiments conducted by the Station to determine the
amount of water to be applied to the growing cane and the fre-
quency of the applications in order to obtain the best results,
are set out at length in this bulletin, and the conclusions reach-
ed were exceedingly important to the irrigated plantations,
especially so to those depending' to a great extent upon enor-
mous pumping' plants which are expensive to install and oper-
ate. It was shown in this Bulletin that there was excessive
waste of irrigation water and overirrigation on many planta-
tions, which was distinctly injurious to the crop and to the soil.
'When Doctor Maxwell resigned in 1900 to go to Queens-
land, Mr. R. E. Blouin of the Louisiana Sugar Experiment
Station was engaged in his place. Mr. Blouin remained at
the Station but a shari: time, his health necessitating a return
to the Mainland.
Mr. Blouin was succeeded by 1\11'. C. F. Eckart, who had been
first assistant at the Station for some time, and is the
present Director of the AgricnItnral and Chemical Divisions.
Tlhe work under 1\11'. Eckart's supervision has been of the
, .rme high order as that which has characterized the Station
since its inception. During the last three years the work of
the laboratories has increased so much, especially in regard to
fertilizers that the employment of a larger force of chemists
has been necessary.
During late years a divergence of opinion was manifest
among plantation managers rl'garding' the general value of the
results obtained from the field work at the Station, undoubtedly
arising from the fact that the conditions existing' at the Station
in reference to climate and soil are radically different from
those existing at many other places in the Islands, and the con-
clusions reached in expcrimeuts could not be safely followed
by plantations on the other Islands.
Thorongh investigation or this mrrtter was made hy the
Experiment Station Committee which resulted in a report from
that Committee in 1!l03 recommending that the field work
he con tinned at the RtaHon and that a skilled agriculturist
be employed to visit the plantations regularly, in conjunction
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with the Station and under the direction and control of the
Director.
Following the adoption of these recommendations Mr. E. G.
Clarke, who had extended experience in Experiment Station
work under Dr. Stubbs and Messrs. Maxwell, Blouin and
Eckart, was engaged as Agriculturist.
, It was at this time deemed desirable to establish Sub-Sta-
tions in the various districts of the Islands where Experiment
Station work could be carried on with the co-operation of the
managers of the plantations. The experiment being thus con-
ducted under exactly similar condition as those prevailing on
surrounding plantations are conclusive, and of material benefit
to the district wherein the sub-station is located, and through
their experiments the Director of the Division is enabled to
give accurate advice to planters in the vicinity.
In considering the value of this division of the Station to
the sugar planters, especially to be mentioned, are the
results obtained along the lines of rational fertilization
and irrigation. In the years 19()~-1903-1904, it was clearly
demonstrated by experiments that wasteful methods were
unwittingly pursued on many of the irrigated planta-
tions: 'that excessive quantities of water were used without
obtaining proportionate results in yield. It was proven that
3 in. of water per week gave only a slightly increased yield
over 1 in. of water per W(Op1;:. and that the increased sugar
gained would be far hom paying for the cost of the Increased
irrigation where the water was pumped to an elevation of
from 200 ft. to 300 ft. By tho application of such results on
irrigated plantations a very considerable saving was effected
in the expenses of operation.
Results of the same nature were obtained in fertilizer ex-
periments, 'I'he value of fertilizers used per annum on Ha-
waiian sugar 'plantations, together with cost of bagging, mix-
ing and trnnspoi-tntion, is somewhat over two million dol-
lars,
This l:ll'ge amount of capital annunlly expended for fertiliz-
ing, and the fact that other sugar producing countries use very
much less fertilizing material, causes one to wonder whether
the large cost of fertilization in this Territory is justified by
the amount of increaser] returns. The average cost of fertiliza-
tion used per ton of su~'ar produced 'would approximate $4.65,
and per acre $22.20.
It was shown in l!HJ~i thai: in many «uses, in striving for
large yk-lds exeessiv« quunflties of fertilizp!'s arc applied and
that it not only fails 10 accomplish the object sought, but is
positively harmful.
It is interesting' to note that the nverage yield pel' ncre of
the crop of 190:3 was (;41 Ills. g'l'pa1<'r than in HlO3, and there
....
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is no doubt but that such increase was due, to a very large
extent, to the results obtained by the Experiment Station in
its fertilizer experiments.
The work of this Division of the Station, however, which
in the future will show the most visible results, is the success-
ful growing of cane from seed. For many years experiments
in this line had been unsuccessful and it was the general
opinion that sugar cane seed would not germinate in this
country. In 1903-4 thorough preparation was made for
experiments; a propagating house was constructed and spe-
cial soil prepared. 1'he seeds were carefully planted and every
precaution taken to make a thorough test of this important
matter. When some of these seeds germinated and the little
shoots came through looking very much like small spears
of Bermuda grass, great was the rejoicing at the Station. .A
large number of the seeds planted germinated and although
many died in the cold Spring of 1904, enough remained to make
a fine showing. At the present time these seedlings have at-
tained a fine growth and give promise of great results.
It remains to be seen what will be the ultimate value of these
canes, but it is confidently expected that before many years
"Hawaii· 74" and "Hawaii 117" will hold as high a place
among the famous varieties as their cousins "Demerara 74"
and" Demerara 117."
DIVISION OF K\·TO~IOLOGY.
Previous to IflO.!. the entomological work of the Islands
had been carried on jointly by the Government through its
Boardof Agriculture and the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Asso-
ciation, but because of the seriousness of attacks from insect
pests and various diseases, the Trustees of the Association
determined to organize a Division of Entomology in connection
with the Station.
The crops of 1902 and 1fl03 had boon very sel'iously damaged
by leaf-hopper and it was apparent that, unless immediate
atcion were taken to rid the plantations of this pest, it would
endanger the profit of future crops. •
An additional area of land adjoining the Rtation was pur-
chased and spacious and excellent quarters WCI'P erected for
the necommodation of the r-ntnmologists. Everything neces-
sary in the way of equipment to enable scientific work to
be conducted was obtnined, including a most complete onto-
mological library.
The staff of this Division, includes a visiting entomologist
who inspects the: conditions of each plantation from an en-
tomologicnl standpoint and !'Ppori:s thereon, thus ounbling
this Division to keep advised as to progress made', 10 know
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immediately of any new pest and to be able to act promptly
in regard thereto.
It is interesting to note, that the leaf-hopper which has
caused so much damage the past three years, was noticed by
Prof. Koebele in 19- and he then warned the planters against
it.
The most important work of this Division since its organiza-
the pest, which they knew had been introduced from
Queensland. They were successful in sending here despite
difficulties, due to distance in transportation, and infrequency
of steamers, a number of parasites which they believed would,
if well established, effectually check the ravages of the hopper.
'I'hese parasites wer carefully bred and later on liberated in
different localities; and the expectations of Messrs. Koebele
and Perkins have already been, to a great extent, realized,
while many of the enemies of the leaf-hopper which were sent
out here, did not develop, enough have become established to
lead the planters to hope that the hopper will soon be under as
complete control and as harmless as it is in the country from
whence it was imported into these Islands.
1\'11'. Perkins is now engaged on a Imlletin entitled "Leaf-
Hoppers and Their Natural Enemies" of which four parts have
already been issued being, we believe, the most complete work
on this subject that has ever been issued. It is the first bulletin
of the Division of Entomology and also has the distinction
of being' the fir-st tllustrnted one issued by the Station.
DIVISJO:\, OF PA'l'HOI.OGY ,\:\'D PHYSIOLOGY.
'I'his Division was established in the Rpring of this year.
It had been well known for muuv years that our cane was
affected with some very serious root :~nd fungus diseases, and
especially so was this the case with Lahaina cane in one or
two of the districts of the Islands where an almost total
f'ailure of this variety was reported. 'I'he attacks of
the leaf-hnppei- which served to weaken the growth of the
cane and therefore make it more susceptible g'ave these vari-
ons f'ungus (1 iseases an. opportunity to become well establish-
od. It was the opinion of "Mr. Eckart that the losses Ciaused
to plantation:" by fungns diseases have 1w(,11 fully us great as
those by the leaf-hopper.
'I'his conditi.on of nffu irs brought about a recommendation
from the Experiment Station committee to establish this Divis-
ion. Prompt steps were taken to obtain a competent staff and
the Association was fortunate to secure the services of Dr.
Cobb, lUI'. Lewton-Ih-a in, 1\11'. GI'OSS and Mr. Chambers under
whom the Division of Pathology and Physiology has been or-
ganized.
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A suitable laboratory and office building was erected for
this Division and thoroughly equipped with all the apparatus
- required: an area of land away from the Station proper was
obtained where experiments with cane diseases could be con-
ducted:
'l'HB SUG/LR INDUS'l'RY IN MEXICO.
\Ve reproduce in this issue two articles from the Mexican
Herald, the one of which gives a complete and apparently fair
description of the labor conditions in Mexico. Although there
is but little similarity between those conditions and ours, the
question is a vital one there as well as with us.
'I'he Mexican Herald correspondent, it is quite evident,
speaks with a thorough knowledge of the subject, with which
he deals. Anyone interested in plantation labor generally
will find the article both interesting and profitable reading.
It is only quite recently, that the Mexican sugar industry has
taken a prominent place in the sugar world.
"Ve have heard of fabulous profits made on Mexican sugar
plantations: the tropical part of that republic has come to be
looked upon ,1S an eldorado for the sugar planter; we only
heard of the high value of the sugar, the immense yields and
cheap labor. 'I'hat evervthing that g'litters is not gold the
writer clea i-lv shows in his expose. From this and from the
history of"'the Dos Rios plantation, which is also told in this
issue, we learn. that the Mexican sugar planter has many diffi-
culties to contend with, and that there as elsewhere good man-
agement and economy are essential to success,
There has recontlv been a tendency to cultivate sugar on a
larger scale. One plantation has been laid out to supply a
faetorv with :3000 tons of cane pel' day. That the contrnct for
building' the ent irc f'actorv was awarded to the Honolulu Iron
Works Co. is an eloquent .trihnte to the achievements of that
eompanv under :'III'. C. Hcdcmanns mnuagement, and also to
the leading' position which the Hawaiian sugar industry has
made for itself in the sugnr world.
On this fnctorv the Mexican Herald has the following to say:
THE TAHASCO r.xxn xxn PEVELOI'~rE:\T co.
'I'he hig suanr proposition of which notice was givrn in
'I'hc Hernlrl a few clays ag-o is tnking more definite shape.
Alonzo Mnriscal ~: Pina, the representative of the 'I'ahaseo
Land & Development Company. has made nnplication to the
depm-tmr-nt of fomento for a concession in hoha If of that com-
pany fOJ' the cstahlishmcnt of a snrm r refinerv in the canton of
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Minatitlan on the boundary line between the states or" Oaxaca
and Veracruz, close to the town of Santa Lucrecia.
The petition states that a large part or the refined _
sugar used in Mexico is imported into the country from the
United. States and other foreign countries, and, from this, the
conclusion is drawn that Mexico ought to be a good field for a
first-class refinery.
The 'I'abaseo Land & Development Company claims to have
the patent right to a new and cheap refining .process, which
has never been used anywhere as yet except in Hawaii, where
it has been lately employed with the best results both as to per-
fection of refining and cheapness. It is also claimed for the
new process that it is more perfect than any methods hereto-
fore used for the refining' of sugar.
The company expects to refine sugar also for the planters in
the vicinity of the mill for miles around.
'I'he company confidently expects that it will be able to run
the foreign refined sugar out of the market, just as the native
cheaper grades have already done with the cheaper grades that
used formerly to be imported into the country.
In addition to this sugar refinery the company also pro-
pose to erect sugar mills which will be larger than anything-
of the kind heretofore established in Mexico. In this thev will
invest $1,500,000, gold. 'I'he sugar mill will have a capacity
of 1000 tons a day to start with and it is proposed to increase
this to three thousand tons a day.
For the purpose of carrying on this immense bttsiness the
company will establish upon their plantation known as the
"Oaxaquena," carriage and wagon roads, railways, telegraph
and telephone lines as modern as anything' to be found any-
where in the world.
Some months ago the company brought from Honolulu one
of the first sugar experts in the world especially to plan out
the new enterprise, select the site of the mills and refinery and
to give estimates of cost, the kind o~ machinery to he used and
hundreds of minor details, so that the companv now has the
future definitely planned out and is working' along a certain
fixed policy.
JlIRTOltY OF TIll' nos nIOH I'L\:\TATIOX.
'l'he oldest Amer-ican plantation in tropical Mexico, ~1I1<l th«
one to which others hnve alwuvs been pointed as the shining
example of a successful OIH', has, within the vea r, joined the
ranks of the lost dreams. The Dos Rim; 111l(1 annexed pl anta-
tions, operated hv the Mexican GnIf Commercial Company, be-
fore that by the Dos Rim; Plantation Association, and before
that, still, by the Mexican Gulf Ajn-iculturnl Company, arc now
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awaiting the answer from the deliberations of receiver and
bondholders that will decide their fate.
Over three thousand acres of land planted in coffee, the
majority of which is in fail' shape, the finest coffee beneficio in-
Mexico, handsome managers' residences, houses and adminis-
tration buildings, on some 22,000 acres of land, of which per-
haps 5,000 are cleared, are the product of an expenditure which
is represented by a capitalization of $5,000,000 gold and a bond-
ed debt of $800,000 gold, a burden of $180 gold on every acre
of land of every class, and at least $1,160 on every acre plot
of cleared land. As a matter of fact, there are, in good condi-
tion, nearer ~,500 acres of cleared and planted land that 5,000,
making the capitalization and bondage per acre of cultivated
land over $2,000 gold. But since the early months of this year,
when the company defaulted in the payment of the first inter-
est on the $8UO,OOO bond issue, the receivers and bondholders
have been waiting to decide what to do, and asking themselves
and others what is wisest. -
A brief history of the Dos Rios venture will be of interest.
'I'he Dos Rios plantation was one of the very first of all planta-
tions to be started by an American stock company in the tropics
of Mexico. It is located on very good land about twenty-five
miles down the Coatzacoalcos river from Santa Lucrecia, on the
Tehuantepec railroad, at its junction with the Veracruz & Pa-
cific railroad. It lies for several miles along the banks of the
Chalchijapan river, up from its junction with the Coatzacoal-
cos. Its acreage, according to the statements of the company,
is 22,000. In 1895 the Mexican Gulf Agricultural Company was
organized in Kansas City, JUo., to found and maintain here a
tropical plantation, for the raising of coffee and rubber, and
minor crops. The first work on the plantation was done in
June, 1896. The company was organized on the "lot plan,"
each share of stock representing an allotment of land, which
the company agreed to plant and bring into bearing in any
tropical product-the holders choosing coffee as a rule. The
contract provided that the trees should be in bearing in five
years and the company agreed to take the product of the plant-
ings up to that date in lieu of the payments for the last two
years. The plantation was opened by H. \lV. Bennett, one of
the promoters of the scheme, and, it is said, a good manager.
He was in charge until 1898, when \V. C. Lewis, another of the
promoters, took charge, remaining until 1902.
The five years of the first period rolled around. 'I'he COIll-
pany had ~one in full of confidence, as nearly every company
had done, but counted without the labor problem, the slow
growth of their coffee 11:ee8, and the thousand other drawbacks
that every plantation has to meet. So the end of the five years
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came around with the company way behind in its planting, and
half of those it had planted a good deal more than a year from
bearing.
There was nothing else to do, as the money was all gone, so
a meeting of the lot-holders was called. 'I'he situation was ex-
plained. The advantages of coffee growing were set forth, the
promise of golden dividends was again held out, and the final
plea came:
"Gentlemen, you have here a valuable property, but it is still
in its infancy. vVe want you to put in more money, in order to
get much more out of the place in the long run. If you have
a block of stock that cost you $5,000, it is worth $25,000, but
we can not get it out now. "\Ve want you to put in $5,000 more
and get out $50,000."
They did it, each stockholder 'who so desired putting in his
stock and the same amount of cash as his stock .had originally
cost him, and drawing out in return a block equal to the amount
invested, as a member -of the Dos Rios Plantation Association,
the Mexican Gulf Agricultural Company being the owners, en
titulo, of the land, and the developers of the same.
So it went on for three years, but it did not pay,. even if the
$5,000,000 gold of stock was nearly all paid up and had been
put into the working or the plantation. Then, at another meet-
ing, the company was reorganized as the Mexican Gulf Com-
mercial Company, although the property still remained in the
name of the Mexican Gulf Agricultural Company. This com-
pany went a Iittl e further, and bonded the plantation for
$800,000 gold. This loan was floated among stockholders of the
company and others. A block of *575,000 worth of the stock
was underwritten by the Mercantile Trust Company of Kansas
City. This issue of bonds was dated in the early months of
1904, and the first payment of interest fell due this year. The
company defaulted payment, for the very simple reason that
after nearly ten years, and with an investment of $5,800,000
gold, the Dos Rios plantations were not on a paying' basis.
An investigation was ordered, and the company placed in the
hands of a receiver by the bondholders. H. C. Flower, the head
of the Mercantile 'I'rust Company, the heaviest bondholder, was
appointed receiver, and made a trip to Mexico and an extended
investigation of the property, returning to Kansas City to make
his report. Shortly afterwards, H. C. Precht, the manager or
the plantation since Mr. Lewis' resignation in 1902, followed
him. Mr. Precht returned to Mexico in July. Here the matter
now rests.
When the Dos Rios venture was launched, Mexican coffee of
good quality, commanded a good price, and promised to go as
high as 25 cents, gold, It pound wholesale. The coffee industry
looked promising'. But the high prices were also tempting to
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the producers of Rio coffees in South America, who had sus-
pended operations when the prices were low. They began to
pick up again, with the result that the price began another of
its periodic swings, which, as those who have studied the coffee
situation know, come every fifteen or twenty years. But when
Dos Rios was started, coffee looked like a very fine proposition,
and it was at the time the plantation came into bearing that
the price was on the down grade, and slipping fast. Now the
price is fair, about sixteen cents gold per pound in New York
for the Mexican product (which is classed with the "mild"
coffees, as opposed to the "Rios"). But those who are watch-
ing the market say that the price must go much lower, and
force the Rio, or South American plantations to close up before
it can climb high again. It is a cold blooded proposition, and
the price of coffee is an exact criterion of the supply, as well
as the demand, a thing which no man can regulate. The fore-
casting of the trend that prices will take is, however, not abso-
lutely sure and infallible. But it is worthy of note, and can not
be ignored in any instance. This fact is also undisputable:
the Dos Rios plantations have not been able to make themselves
pay when coffee was at a moderate price. Hence the question,
answerable in only one way, as to whether they will be able to
pay, or even keep alive, if prices go down. Such of the coffee
plantations on the Isthmus as have been willing to admit it,
say very frankly that they are not paying, and that they can
not, under the present conditions of labor and market.
The natural question is: Why is Dos Rios a losing proposi-,
tion? Primarily, it is overcapitalized and overbonded for the
amount of land developed and there arc no means of develop-
ing more without raising more money. Judging by its capac-
ity for caring for its plantings, it is overplantcd. One has but
to ride through the plantation, on any road, to realize this. On
one side, one sees carefully tended trees. in their rows, pruned
and cared for; on the other, the tangle of second growth for-
est, with the leaves of the untended and practically worthless
coffee trees glinting through. These plantings were made
when the company had a contract with the' holders of lots to
plant and develop for each his tin." section of land. In spite
of the fact that the original capitalization was based on the
total of these lots, planted and bearing, and the subsequent
increased capitalization on an increased acreag-e, it has been
impossible, for various reasons, to care for even the acreage
of the original planting. .
The labor problem has been more than any other the one
great vital reason for the failure of Dos Rios. The company
was started, one must believe, in absolute good faith. Labor
at that time was cheap, comparatively, commanding little
more, on an average, than fifty cents a day and food of rice
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and beans. In those days, labor came to the door of the plan-
tation houses and asked for work, anxious to get it. But Dos
Rios, whether its founders could realize it or not, needed a vast
army of laborers to keep up to its contracts. 'I'his labor was
no forthcoming, nor could it be gotten by any ordinary means
or any offer of impossible increases of wages 01' advances of
money. It simply was not there to get. But the price of the
labor was forced up, nevertheless, in an effort to induce labor
to come from other plantations. In view of the fact that the
other plantations in this section are, almost without an ex-
ception, American, the price went up on all of them, and the
labor staid where it ...vas. Without going into the question of
whether or not it was a mistake to force this price of labor up,
it may be stated here that the Americans who came down to
Mexico to start the first plantations knew, as a rule, so little
of conditions in the country to which they were going that
they did not know any better than to force American methods
on the natives, with the result that the natives took the raises
all right, but did not bother to move camp.
It is hardly an open question whether Dos Rios did not
make the mistake of its existence in that it failed at the very
first to go to the expense of colonizing its labor from the moun-
tainous country of Oaxaca, in which case it would have had
the labor it needed, and probably at a reasonable price.
The price of labor went up to a peso a day, and even then
enough could not be gotten. 'I'hen was born the curse of the
Isthmus, the contractor for labor for the routine work of the
plantation. The hiring of labor for clearing land on a planta-
tion can be considered legitimate, but the use on the plantation
of labor which is hired by the day from a contractor, at a profit
to himself, is an absolute loss of money. Dos Rios started the
system of paying contractors $1.50 a day for every man's
work, the man to be answerable to the contractor, the con-
tractor to the plantation. The use of contract labor.in clean-
ing and caring' for the plantation, at so much a hectare, or
acre, can be understood, but it is a desperate condition that
calls for men to be hired from a contractor by the day. It
means nothing but an absolute corner on the labor market.
But Dos Rios made another mistake. Not only did it place
itself in the hands of the contractors by giving them control
of the labor market, but it went so far as to advance to the
contractors the money for its enslavement, that which they
would have to advance to the men. 'I'he plantation, one would
think, could very easily, with one of its hired superintendents,
have taken this same money, and gotten men, and surely at
less money that it cost to hire them afterwards from the con-
tractor. But the system called, apparently, for such a move,
and it was made, and Dos Rios had labor on the plantation,
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at considerably less trouble than if the labor was directly
answerable to the plantation office. But it had, too, a large
and assorted company of contractors, each owing the planta-
tion from one to ten thousand pesos, and so the plantation
and the contractor were as securely bound to each other as
laborer and contractor. This system has heen the cause of
unending trouble, although, at present, Dos Rios has a very
good set of men as its contractors, the drawbacks being largely
the binding of the hands of the administration, and of the con-
tractor also, so that the best results can not be obtained.
Regarding the price which is paid for the labor, $1.50 a
day. This is far too much for most purposes, and when it
is projected into the picking season, it is impossible. At this
rate, with the la bor of men, at task work, it costs one cent
a pound for all the berries taken from the trees. 'I'his is five
cents a pound lor all the coffee beans, hel'ore they reach the
beneficio, not counting the cost of trnnsportation from the
field to the mill. This is in itself a most considerable item, when
it is considered that Dos Rios is attempting to compete with
other coffee plantations in Mexico which pay from eight to
twelve cents for each twenty-five pounds of berries picked. or
from 1ft- cents to 2-} cents a pound for the beans. 'I'he natural
question then is. why does not Dos Rios get cheaper labor,
women and children, as the other plantations do, to pick 1;:11)
coffee? The nuswcr of the plantation managers is that it is
impossible to get the women and children, that thcv can 1,Ot
colonize the people to that extent. And, indeed, the vastly
increased amount of labor needed in the picking season often
tempts the plauter to pay even higher wages to get outside
men from the villages. But is it not necessarv to answer
here the almost unnnswci-ahle question of 11"11,1/ Dos Rios docs
thus and so. And it is sufficient to point ant the fact, in this
instance, that tho plantation pays ft-orn twice to nearly foul'
times a:-. much for picking' m; th e plnutntions which are making
their places pay. It is fail' to note, however, that conditions at
Dos Rios are common tlu-oughnut t lie neighborhood.
'I'ho cost of handling the coff'ce at Dos Rios, in the beneficio
and on the steamer, are not obtainable. It is a well-known
fact. 1I0,,"c\,e1', that the splcnd ir] bcrieficio owned and operated
by tho plantation is not running to its full capacity for any
in'cat length of time during' the season, which in itself is a
loss. as a large proportion of the capital invested in it is not
paying' any interest, and is consequently a constant loss. The
Dos Rios river steamer, in all probability, pays for itself in
the freight and passengers it handles, so that the transporta-
tion problem is solved, to a degree. .
But the bip; fact of the matter is that the plantation is not
picked of its coffee to one-half, or even one-third of its capacity.
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Last year Dos Rios shipped about a quarter of a million
pounds of coffee. It could have shipped three times as much.
Its labor conditions were such, for reasons best known to
the managers, that is was impossible to go over the planta-
tion in the picking more than once, when in reality, it should
have been visited about three times. If the coffee shipped
commanded an average price of IG cents gold a pound, straight
through the crop, its income this year was a gross of $40,000
interest, on an investment of $5,800,000, or about seven-tenths
of one per cent. If a crop three times as large had been
taken off, the interest would have been increased to two per
cent, after ten years of development.
It is not the object of this article to attempt in any way
to acconnt for the money which has been put into the Dos Rios
proposition by stock and bondholders. That is a matter which
has been taken care of in the many reports of the company.
A vast amount of money has been spent. There has been no
attempt to conceal the fact that serious mistakes have been
made by successive managements, such as plantings of coffee
, and rubber in unfavorable spots. On the other hand, a visitor
at Dos Rim; is given an opportunity to see at least a small
part of the country covered by these mistakes. He is also
allowed to visit the magnificent townsite of Dos Rios, with
its splendid benefieio, the handsome house of the manager, the
offices and warehouses, the residences of ina rt-ied employees and
the staff house for the single men. All of these show where
it was possible for a great deal of money to have been spent.
From what can be seen all about at Dos Rios, and from
its history, it appears that the plantation can very honestly be
characterized as "overadministrated." There has always been
entirely too much of a desire to do things, to make a show-
ing, at whatever cost, whether of advanced prices to laborers,
or in planting coffee that could not be taken care of--an appar-
ently abnormal desire on the part of the office which was
selling stock to do more than the plantation could possibly
stand.
The managers, who were placed in charjre of the estate as
good business men, have never had the staff of expert coffee
men that would be considered to be an indispensable part of
a well regulated coffee plantation. Nor' have they had experts
in charge of their labor, nor has, indeed, the most economical
management of the labor problem been sought. 'I'he men
who have been sent down, most of them from American cities,
have learned what they have known of the business on the
plantation, and too often 11t the expense of the plantation. Not
only were the foreigners not experienced men, but the natives
of the neig-hborhood, who were put in charge of the work, it is
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claimed, were not versed in coffee growing, and hence made
their mistakes. Experts there were, of course, but exp~rts
without authority beyond their advisory capacity, and with-
out enough of a multitudinous personality to allow them to
be everywhere at once. Dos Rios' mistakes would easily have
paid for a staff of experts.
But the idea seems to have been, not to raise as much coffee
as could be raised under the conditions, but to make the planta-
tion the biggest, the one having the most stockholders, and
the most fashionable among Mexican investors. Always
demanding to have a handsome showing, at whatever expense,
whether it be the finest coffee beneficio in Mexico, when there
was no need for such a magnificent one, or unnecessarily fine
roads. buildings and equipment, or whether it be to have a fine
showing of laborers, even if they were hired from contractors
for more money than' they could possibly earn, judged by
standard on every paying coffee plantation in the world. Such
has been Dos Rios' fate, milked to her full capacity to main-
tain a standing to which she had been forced by too great a
desire on the part of her promoters to make her a g'littering
example of a prosperity which could only come, legitimately,
from long years of economical management,
But even with this explanation, the question still remains,
as to what was done with the money. If all stock W:JS fully
paid, the sum of $5,000,000, gold, in stock payments gone in ten
years, $500,000, gold, each year, $42,000 a month, $1,400, gold,
a day for the decade. And the $800,000 from bonds, gone
in one yea I', supposedly, if it was all collected, and the pay-
ment of interest on the bonds was refused because there was
no money in the treasury of the company, and not for other
reasons which the public is not given to understand. These
are questions that must be answered by the company's authori-
ties to the holders of the company's securities.
For the future. Can Dos Rios ever pay on its capitalization,
and will that he possible even if a reorganization is permitted,
and more money is poured into its ever open mouth ~ One
must not lose siaht of the fact that there are some 200,000
rubber trees approaching maturity, which in themselves will
constitute a valuable asset. But docs Dos Rios, a coffee plan-
tation, dare tie its faith to a few thousand rubber trees a sec-
ond time? That is very nearly what she did when the bonds
which induced the present bondholders to invest, if one can
judge from the literature sent out at that time. But coffee is
the mainstay of the plantation, if it has one. Rubber, at a
"conservative estimate of one pound of rubber per tree at the
end of eight years," OJ' even with a more normal figure, and a
few more years, to suit the climate, can not pay any such
•
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interest On the investment as the holders of $5,800,000, gold,
worth of Dos Bios stocks and bonds have a most legitimate
right to expect.
And for the future of coffee. Above has been briefiy noted
the present condition of the coffee market. If there is a single
condition that may be mentioned as the critical one, it is that
of labor. Even with a lower capitalization, more in keeping
with the actual value of the land, the plantation would find it
difficult to pay for itself without an improvement in the labor
situation. Coffee is best adapted to a country, where labor can
be gotten fdr very little and the profits can be calculated with
corresponding closeness. But putting that question aside, and
granting' that Dos Rios can be made to pay if it puts its own
coffees on the wholesale and retail market, and so i-!'Ilins all
the profit possible in the coffee business, what can it profit
the plantation if each year, through a· lack of labor at any
price. it picks iess than 11 third of its crop, <1l1l1 the trees each
year are set back by reason of wasting away because their
energy is expended in ripening the beri-ios and not in preparing
for the new crop with fresh brnuchos and protecting green
leaves: The question is first one of getting any labor at
all, and secondarily, of getting it at 11 10'" rate. One will
save the crop, the other will increase the cm-niugs.
And so, the question lengthens out, and one is prone to ask,
even if the plantation were sold out for what it is worth, 01'
even less than what it is wort.h, it would pa:-' even then for the
new owners, unless they could oi-gnnize a new company and
get more 11101](,y to 1'1111 it for .mother term of ycnrs. The
same qustion applies to a reorgnllization, the single other alter-
native-it is far too valuable a nroperty to he abandoned,
The bondholders m-e now sitting: on the question of the fate
of Dos Rios. They arc. in <111 probability, preparing' to net on
Mr. Flower's sup:gCStiOllS in the matte!'. He is a man of un-
douhtcd nbil ity and sound husiness sense. He can say one of
two thing's to the bondholders, «ithor .
"Gentlemen, yon have lost moncv. The place is not worth
what it is bonded for, and with present conditions, never
will be."
01' he can say:
"Thc prnpcrty is it good proposition, and with more money
and it little more time, it will be a paying' investment, and
your bouds will pay. We can g-et something out by putting
something in. "
'I'he thousnnds of stockholders and bondholders, who
dreamed of finding' themselves independent long ere this, are
anxiously wondering' which he will say.
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'I'he one grent overshadowing problem of the tropical planter
in Mexico is that of labor. Almost everything' else becomes
subservient to that, and on that depends his chance of making
his business pav big' 01' little, 01' even pay at all. 'I'he question
divides itself into two stages, first, that of getting the labor
at any price, and second. that of getting it at a price that is
reasonable enough to make it pay. There nrc many sorts of
tropical agriculturo, but in all of them, particularly if the
planter finds it to his advantage to figure close, as he should,
naturally, at all times. on the lahar question, these two pro-
blems are continually facing' him. And the problem, in all its
phases, is one of increasing' difficulty, so that, in some cases,
plantations have abandoned work for this single cause alone.
Those who have so abandoned work are Yl'J7 largely of one
class, namely, the coffee plantations which were established
without due consideration of those snme problems of the sup-
ply of and demand lor labor.
It is a favorite attitude of people, not oulv in the United
States, but he I'e in ::\Il'xico even, to talk ,1I1d write wisely
and voluminously 011 the wonders of the cheap labor of the-
republic, telling' (Iuruolv for the investors in tropical pl arrta-
tion companies) of 111(' gTent companies of men that can be
gotten to work on their respective plantations, for wages like
fifteen cents a dny. 'I'hcv wr-ite beautiful prose poems to the
peon, and his cheap labor, and contemplate erecting to his
hOlIO!' imposing' stutuos. to show t heir npprecint ion of his SPI',
vices to the world. 'I'liev rlroam dreams of future millions,
founded on this same cheup 1:11)01'. or if t hov are on the out-
side, let Pegnssus tly hig'h in thcii- tirades ng'ainst svsteins
which bent dow II into the dust t lu- people 01' a great eonnt.rv,
nnd have '-;:1<1 wo rdx of svmpath, 1'01' th« pO()J' peon woman who
works all day loua nnd far into th« niuht for her paltry fifteen
(·PIlt.S, to keep her hodv :111<1 son] tog'e1hel'. to lie down, worn out,
on the hard m-ounrl OJ' harder hoal'ds, nnd ]):lSS a restless night.
'I'hev (In 1101, know, 0)' do no1 say. t 11:1 t lu-r fift('l'n cents is
usnnllv gold valnution, wirh which slip purchases perfume and
silk (Oil CI'('dit) to :!(10I'lI lu-r pel',;ons. w hilo 111l' pluntntion fp('(ls
her well. a nd sh« SjW1H18 ho:: days ns \Y1'1I as hci- niuhts in talk-
ing' as only :I peou woiun n (':111 talk, and tab's from Monday
morning until Satnnl:1Y night to wash t ho clothes of a single
Juan, 01' at most a man nnd his wif'e, wor-k which an old eolnrcd
Auntv in the United St:ltes would do fOJ' a t hirrl of t ho money
and board herself,
'I'hev do not know that, nor (10 thov know that. through long
ng'('s of oxperi mcutinjr, tlil' :\fpxi(':ln hncivududns hn v« ]p;I!'Il('d
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so well that a peon laborer cannot, as a rule, earn more than
fifty cents a day, at the very outside, including the cost of his
food (which is usually given him and his family free). The
cost of raising CI;OpS in the tropics, with the continual fight
which must be waged against the all-devouring grass, and the
jungle that is waiting just over the line, to sweep across the
field and take it back to itself, and with only hand labor to
fight it, is greater than it is in other lands-if the labor can-
not be secured at an infinitely low rate. Hence, by a very
normal logic, labor cannot earn any very large amount, as
hand labor cannot earn in any land, not even in the temple of
freedom to Mexico's northward, As to the cultivation of rub-
ber, which is drawn out 'over a period of years, the labor pro-
blem must, of necessity, be a small one, at first. One planter
remarked, in talking with the writer, and speaking as much
for the sug-ar business I1S for rubber cultivation: "I came
here expecting' to pay $1.50 a day ultimately, if necessary, for
I saw that conditions could not last under the conditions
existing at first, on account of the increase of the number of
planters who were willing to pay almost anything for thcii-
labor. And, too, if a matter of a few cents a day in the wages
of labor is going to cut such a fiaurc in tropical agriculture,
then the industvy is not worth while. We had better go hack
t.o the States, whcte the market i~; nearer 11l1d the returns surer.
It is a long shot here, and if the mat-gin were narrow, it would
not be worth while."
In the past five years, 01' more propci-ly, beginning neat-ly
nine years ago, the number of plantations opened and operated
hy American stock comnanics in the hot country of Mexico luis
been on a terrific increase. When these companies were at the
height of their [,dOl'y and number, some three 01' foul' years
ago, every nvnilnblo bit of labor was at a pr-emium, and corn-
mantled ncarlv its own price. 'I'hcse plantntions, for reasons
good 0)' bad, felt that they must have lahar, and at any price.
Tiley paid oxtrnvnun nt wrurcs, with the result, in many cases,
that they did not succeed in g'clting' all tile lahar they wanted,
but did succeed in forcing' th. pricl' of lahar up to two 01'
1.111'('e limps its 1101'nl:1 I val UP, ua mclv. in the Isthmus from
*1.2510 *1.GO a day, iuciuding tho (~ost' of food. 'I'wo yea;'s ago,
these compan ies heg-nn to slowly close lip shop and the ahan-
doncd plantations along', uud hack from th« '1\'1111aIl1<'1)('(' rail-
road, 1ell the storv 1hvmselvos. ?\'ow th« conditions have loos-
ened np, so that a plantnt ion can g'rt lnhor, if it wants, it, at
, these prices, and hy udvancirur mon ov 10 the men, as all uhso-
lutcly frco lahar prcfl'rs 10 work Oil t h« railroads where it gels
work when it pleases, and at niueh till' same prices.
Today, however, it en n \)(' xt a tr«] gol'lIet'all,\", and with truth,
that a ve-ry large proportion or t lio lnhor. of t lie Isthmus, more
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particularly, is in the hands of contractors, who let out their
men at *1.50 a day, or will take contracts for clearing land,
planting it, or even cleaning' it, at comfortable profits for them-
selves. This is in itself an evil, from the point of view of the
honest plantation manager, who realizes that, as a rule, he
could do this work himself much cheaper-if he had the men
(which he has not). The contractor holds his men by means
of advanced money, and so has them always at his disposal,
and can offer the plantation manager the advantage of having
his work done satisfactor-ily, by contract, and just when he
wants it-a big item. But the system that has allowed the labor
to get into the hands of the contractors, so that it is a fact
that a plantation, in order to be sure that it will get its work
clone within a certain figure, and at a certain time, must go '
to a contractor, cannot be too greatly condemned. The situa-
tion is very largely the result of the work of fraudulent com-
panies, which have been anxious only to have men on the
place, to be able to report to the stockholders that they have
them, and to get the work done, not caring what it cost, but
only to be spared the nuisance and inconvenience of having to
handle the labor themselves.
Behind the contractor system comes the method in vogue
all over the tropics, come down from the genuine old feudal
system introduced by the Spaniards: that of advancing money
to the laborer to induce him to come tothe plantation. This
system has "its advantarres, in the holding of labor, if the con-
ditions are right at both ends, but it has also its very decided
disadvantages, of immense accounts, which can never be
worked off, of irresponsible peons to deal with, and the laws
which do not allow imprisonment for debt, and so give no
tangible hold of the contractor or plantation manager on his
men, and others which can he dwelt on more fully later on.
The engnnehado system, of hringing down from the cities
the scum of the slums nnd the streets, for a six months' term
on the plantation, is hut an enlargement of this same advance
system. Its abuses are mt111~', hut Its extenuating circumstances
are also not to be lost ;.;ig'ht of. for the planter is dealing here
with men who are even less responsible than the native 1'11101',
in that once lost, they cannot he recovered, for they lose them-
selves at once in the maze of the city, and, as like as not,
join nuofhcr cngunchndo g';lI1g', in the hope of being able to
run otf again, and work the system all over again.
The lahar problem is one of wide scope, covering a broad
runuo of subjects, from the many problems presented hy the
native lahore!' in his many forms to those presented hy the
imported Chinaman and Jap, the hope of many as the solution
of the vexing problems of the tropical labor question, I1s
phases will he dwolf 011 in more dora il in subsequent articles.
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'I'he first requisite to a thorough undestunding of the labor
problem in tropical Mexico is an acquaintance with the peon-
age system-as it exists to-day in 'these sections, This peonage
system is not recognized hy the government of Mexico, nor is
it given any proteetlou whatever under its laws. But it exists
-fOl'ced on the planters, wlu-ther they ate willing or not, by
the iron-clad adherence of the native to the customs of his
ancestors,
As all who know Mexico knew n'ry well, the Spanhlh con-
querors «mue her-e with a prestige and a strength which, COIll-
hincd with a stubhorn eliuging to the unr-ient custmus of
Ern-ope and Spain, finally swept ulmost everv truce of earlh'r
Az te« civilization and customs before it. Those old Spanish
customs, furced on the people so long ago, have inauy of them
survived to this day, far stronger than Niey have survived
even in old Spain herself, One of these customs which the
COI1<I11eI'OI'S forced on Me-xico was the peonnge system, This
system was. and is, nnulogous to the serf system abolished
recen try by Russia , wlu-r« i t had sui-vi ved from the Middle
Ages, It came direct to Mexico fr-om Spain, where it was then
tlom-ishing, as it was Ilcnn-Ishing all over Em-ope.
'I'lie svstom was briellv this: A man 1'01' a ('('rtaiu SUIlI of'
J:lOlWV advanced him I,,' the 100'd of the land who wished him
to -ni nle soil on his e~hlte. lllortgaged himself and the labor
of his hands to this lord. for- as lorurns it took him to repay the
innnev udvunced to .him. An ;1(1\'a11('(' once nuido, tlu- 'old
barons WCl'C careful to St"~ t hut the laborer never got ant of
debt, and so he worked ou rhe vsrate, practk-nl ly a slave. to
the end of his days, whon his SOliS took up his debt. and.
with a few more ndvuur-cs. wh ich tll('y spent in one gloriolIs
day of f'reodntu at th« nu !he f'cast, WCI'e themselves mortgaged
to the feudal btu-on, Tillis was the peonage system as it exist-
ed in )fexieo undr-i- tlu- old ~panish reginll', 'I'o-dav, ir exists.
but with a few iuodifu-a tions. 'rIle peon must gh'c a contract,
und his inouvv is udvuncvd to him 1lI00'e fre('Iy, so that lIP may
a t"1t'11l1 lila J) v fpasl s, wher-e llef'o!'e Ill' could a ttend but on«,
01' VPI'Y fc',,',. and h is doht «unuot be iTam~rel'('H to his {1.b~
scr-ndn nts. "'i1h th ('St' ex('{'p1ious the peonage system ex ists
to-duv as it exist ed Nlt!ll.
Hut it has tllis 1'('sPI'vatioll: H has neither govel'II1JlPII(:
saud ion nor- g-O\'PI'nllIeIIt: pl'ojediOlI bv nnv law Oil the stntut«
hooks. It: is l)('onag(' with no possible support hut the power
of cor-rr-ion und j he iguol'an(~(' of the 1)('011. As to law thn t
cn n 1)(' «oust rued to its SlIPllOJ'C tht'I'~' hr none, 1'lId('1' the,
ln w, th« 1)('OU is fl'('e to "jump" his dr-ht und go his way as a
bh-d of t lu: ail', It is. ill fad. as a planter- i-onuu-ked, "likp
giving a, ruhhi]. a ,llaucll'lI1 of ('10\'(,1' aud then ('x])('dillg- hiru
to wor-k out the debt." 'nil' peon is absolute-ly irresponsible.
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He cannot be imprisoned for a debt, if he chooses to refuse
to pa.y it, nor can he be put in jail for breaking a contract.
Both processes m'e civi l, and as the peon has no property but
the white manta clothes on his back, his hat and his sandals,
civil proceediugs against him are _too simple to bring an:;"
practical results. He can be arrested for f'ruud, and if it call
be proven that he made the contract with the deliber-
ate intention of breaking it, call he committed to prison
for punishment. That, 1I0\\'eY('r, is au expensive process,
under the law, and the man is gone, in any case, unless the
employer is allowed to take the peon back to the fluea instead
of conunitting him to prison. 'I'Iie peon is not the most in,
telllgent man in the world, but he is quick to learn that there
is no legal recourse for the planter if he chooses to break his
contract. He has th e moral responsibility of 11 chicken and
an opportunity to get out of paying his just debts he l'('gard:-;
only in the lig,ht of a most pleasing' windfall.
Since time immemorial the peon has gone to work only for
those who have thought it to their advantage to advance him
monoy, which he may spend and thou work out at his pleas-
nre, as seems most convenient for himself. 'I'here are many
';i'Joee men," const! tutirur the "volunteer InUOI'," but as has
ber-u said, th is labor j1rders, nsua lly, to work on the rn ilrond,
where the work is not given by tasks, and can he made much
lightp)' if' the workman so desires and the ;'eabo" is not watch-
ing'. .A number of the Ainericnn pum tutious claim to he
using- this sort of lnbor, a statement which is 0IH'n to qnestion.
f'oi- the supply of such labor that is willing' to work on plan-
tations is n')'," small, and comes now jal'l-!:el~; hom the fn r-off
ruountuin districts of Oaxaca. It is at l.est a tiout iug labor,
whic-h cn nuot he depended on to any degree.
'rhe gTeat majority of the lnboi- qlllpl(',H'd on tropicul
hnciendns is brought f'rom the suia ll tOWIIS, with 01' without
the families of the men bcinu induced to C01l1(' hv the ad-
vance 01' cei-tn in S111ns of monev, rang-ing- all the wny frrnn $~O
to $:.!:i to several hundreds. 'I'hvse advances have grown 0111
of rh« old Rpanish system, but its almsps-tlw udvunce of
such gTPat smns-i-hnve only come with the advent of the
Amet-icnn plnnt a tious. ..\ s men tiouod in the prr-vious m-ticle
of this scrips, the llInllag('rs or th(~s(' plantations WP)'(' iin
many ('ases anxious only to I!:d the men 011 the place, and
c.u-ed lit tle how much it ('oslo)' how much work tll('y got
au t of thorn for the IIlOII('y pu t in t 0 the-ir sa Im'i('s und ad-
vnncos,
'-';0, wlu-u th« AnH'l'i('<lllS ('anl(' to the hot: «ouutrv. knowing
nothinp: of r-ustmus 01' nncivu t tt-nditinns, 01' any of the var-ious
i1it"l'l'ps1ing' tt-ni ts of t]1l' P('Oll, Ihl'y (hought und tu lkvd Illil-!:]It·
Ilv of !he inrlusu-iu! rt-vul u t innx till',\' would In'inl-!: to pass in
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Mexico. They soon learned, however, nhut such thing's were
matters of a slow e\"o]ution. So they asked around and found
that one of the best places to get labor wast at the big Jaltipall
feast, late in .Innum-y. when the Indians came there in flocks.
and where for IlU1llY vears planters had gone to get Nlqir
labor. ~o they went to Jaltipan, and no one cau deny that
t hey wen' :l hit rovolutionnrv there.
If one we-nt to .Ia ltipnn. which is a goodsilwd town on tho
'1'ehn:lIlteppc Hailroad a f'ew miles up from the city of Coat-
zuconlcos, about fin' venrs ago, at the time of the feast, one
would have found these Arnet-lcaus applying' Arnoi-lcnn busi-
llPSS me-thods to the ennYiIlg' 011t of the ancient Mexican ens-
tom. Each pluutatlou ,~'ns' J'('jll'l'sl'ntlld, and all along tli«
uurin str-eet of the town whore flesta booths were erected, they
J'pntpd rooms, and hung 011t their notices. '1'hps(> I'nOI1lS were
fitted up priueipa.llv with long tables, cover-ed with green
cloth, where were pile-d up (carrying out the similarity to
gamhling' houses), grcat piles of silver ]WROS whtch the mow
could see through the wide open door. Along the street were
the agl'1l1s of the plantations, and when a likely looking 1110%0
came along he was invited in, with the courtesy that would be
shown a prince. '1'1Ie conversation was something- like this:
"\Ye want you to go to WOJ'1\: on the A planta-
tion."
"How innr-h will yon 'gin~ me'!"
'1'he lll'jel' WHS numod. and the instluctivo bargain-maker
shook his head.
"::\ot enough."
.\. hi.!!,"lwl' pl'iee "':IS name-d, and possibly at last, if the feast
''"HS nl':ll'inl! an onrl, and the quota of lahorors wanted was
not full. ,-,hey askod him how much he wanted. 'I'lu-n he an-
SWP1'e(1.
<''''I'll, I just siglll'<1 np wirh B----,----an<1 got ~lGO."
And th« answe:: ('all1C !I,\(.I;:: "lIl'I'p, tab' this ~lGOalld pay
thom oll', and here is .mother $~OO to spend."
The fig-m'l'::; we!'!' Hot always ,,0 big. hut in those days few
111('11 Wl'J'(' tukr-n hac·kjo(lw finr-a without a debt of $200 01'
more. And after thut they expected him to WOJ'k in the fields
and he a lnuuulo sr-rvn n! all the r('s(- of his days, 01' until they
sold the rest of Iris ,\('('011l1t to SOIll(' on« else,
In the carl ier tlaYfi the question of waues did 110t enter into
the calculations so much, I'or the peon cared little. Il.is debt
was a. hopeless 011(', at befit, and the amount of money he got
counted for little. The usual wages paid at that time were
*12 01' *lii a month, with deductions for the dan; the mall did
not wor-k. Later, the Ynukees IJl'gan talking more about the
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wages they would give, and the 75 cents a dollar a day wages
were held out temptingly, although they did not reduce the
amount of money for the davance. Then came the promises
of extra fine food, which WC1'C usually kept, and were .30 good
advertisement for the plantation, although a trifle more expen-
sive than one would always deem advisable. And so matters
went from bad to worse. Now, one can go to the plantations
where the men arc drawing a dollar a day, with food costing
50 cents, including meat and coffee, luxuries the men were
expected to buy from the store with the money they earned in
the old days.
The advance system has, besides, been carried to great suc-
cess. 'I'he writer has had access to the mozo books of many
plantations, and has seen accounts running up into hundreds
of dollars, often appronehing close to *1,000 for a single man.
All of this money has not been advanced at once, but has been
given for feasts "which the mozo wanted to attend, and was
allowed to attend, for the sake of keeping him contented, and,
at times, for sicknesses, the cost of which, besides the doctor,
"who is usually employed at a l'l'gulnr salary by the plantation,
if; charged to the mozo. A large item in many of the accounts
if; the cost of bringing back to the finca the runaways, which
occur manv times during the year, even on the best I'cg'ltlaleu
plantations. This if; always a hig; expense, including rho cost
of scndinu a man back to the native town of the runaway, to
which he "almost invariably returns, the incidental expenses of
the trip, and the railroad fure, all of which is charged up to
the mozo. ,Vhen a mozo with such an account dies or runs
away, the item is one of considerable note,
But the peon cares Iittlc fa!' these small things, A debt of
a hundred dolln rs if; ,111110st <IS hopeless to him as one of a thou-
sand. TIc does not soc how he can eyer get ant of debt, so he
cares little about tryina to do so, The storv is told of a mozo,
who was refns(,a an udvn nco 01' *;')0 by a Mexican planter to
whom he had gone askinn Inr a place, on the rn-ounds that the
planter had lost henvily in a wreck at sea. The loss was some
*700, and when the TIIOZO had learned the details, he made this
proposition to the hncicndudo : "Give me the *50 and charge
the *700 to me,"
T'hc svstcm <of asking 1'0]' the money in advance is not entil'ldy
to he clwl'g"p(l <IS <I Jack of' thrift on the part of the peon. It is
his only method of getting any onjovmcnt 0111. of the fruits of
his toil. ITe has no capacity for saving' rnoncy. <1]\(1 spends
{)VP}'y cent ho is g'ivpn <IS soon as he has it in his hands, And,
indeed. if he worn nhl o to save mouov from his wnues, he has no
plnce to put it. He cannot trust hi~ host f'rienrl i;l money mat-
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ters, and would not expect anyone (except an American)
to trust. He has no place to put the money-s-he often loses the
slip of paper showing that he is a free man, and owes no man
money or labor-an invaluable document, in the midst of
those about him on every hand, who are willing to take even
his liberty. The banks will not take his money-and, indeed,
there are no banks there which do a, small business. The only
way' he can save money is to get it before he earns it and
spend it quickly. So, from his point of view,' he is, to some
extent, justified in demanding the money ahead. And, more-
over, he has learned to expect it, through man." generations.
But he spends it like a prince when he has it, and is happy for
the few hours, to go back, when it is gone, to the hard, un-
broken labor of the field.
There is no law to hold the peon to his contract to work
until he has paid off' his debt, but he is so held by the force of
custom, which in the old days was backed up hy might of arms.
And more than once, some people of the towns when the labor-
ers come are willing to help out the planters by keeping' an
eye on the men when tlicv return home, and sending them back
to their work. The planters also sell the accounts of their
mozos to one another, sometimes for less mouey than was
originally paid the mozo in the first place, if he is found to be
too anxious to leave, 01' feels that he would be more contented
elsewhere. For this peonage system is not slavery, and a man
can g'l't what is called his "liqllidation" if he so desires it, at
almost any time. This" liquidation" consists of a stat ement of
his account, with which he g'oes to another planter, for whom he
is willing to work, and induces him to pay the oi-iainul holder,
aft er which the mozo is bound to work out the account under
his new master.
With this statement of the pcounge system, this articlo may
be closed. Subsequent articles will (leal with the trentuiont and
luuidl intr of the mozo on the plantation : the difficnlties he
presents, and the proposed solutions of the labor problem,
ofj'('],C'([ from mu II v xou rccs.
The 1Il0Z0, the' careless, improvident. unmnhitious laborer,
is the king of a~']'icllltnre in Mexico. III his (l'['illl" hands he
holds the fate of C'\'('1'\' finca of Mexico. and d~('s \\:ith each as
he wills. 'l'hix is not a unique condition. Litr-rul lv taken, it
is the eondition ill OYC!'Y land, But here, in the' hot e011111T\'
the labor is so imper-ious. so self-satisfied, so improvident m;(l
tuuuubitious, that till' fact that the 1,l1lO1'(']' holds such power
is fclt every day that passc's, and fC'11 with the ];;('('III]('SS of a
most 1lI1",C'lc~oIlJC truth,
III tho tropics, lu hOI' is till' s(,a1'(,('St of all counnoditios. 'I'herc
,1I'e numy towns, but their populnfion is small n nd life' is so
C':IS:' that, in the cl iIII a t(' t 1:a t holds no stimu1us t i) a111hitinn,
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only a small part of the small population considers it worth
while to work for hire. 'I'he rest live on their feeble wits, 01'
till a tiny patch of soil in an easy, hot country fashion, and
take therefrom enough to keep them and their families happy,
and a little more to take to market once a week, for an excuse
for the trip, and to gain a little money wherewith to make the
trip enjoyable. But of course a part of the available human
strength of each town goes into the labor market to find work
on the railroad 01' on the fincns that are always wanting the
help of the Jittle workman. But the scarcity of that kind of
labor is what makes the Jabal' pr-oblem of the tropics.
There has alwny» been It labor problem in the hot country.
It was never before so baffling as now, but always the planters
have had to meet its phases of the advanced money, the care-
JeRR wor-k, the drinking: of aguardiente and, in Rome sections,
the necessity of going out and hunting up their labor in distant
towns. And with the years of experience that is hack of the
old Mexican plantations, they have come to the conclusion that
he who den Is wisest with the peon, for the good of all con-
corned, is he who pavs him the least and works him the hardest.
Brutal? Perhaps, but their louie of it points out, from an
intimate knowledge of the peon, that if he is paid more money,
not only docs he fail to work harder. hut, on the other hand,
with his increased wag'es,finds wnys to spend it for the hot
counti-vs C111'se. more virulent than anv whiskey, agum-dicnte
and other cxtruvnunncos, milking' him unfit for work. The
planter, then. who pavs him no mor-e than he actually needs,
gets the best service from him, in that he does not have the
means to do more than 'YOI'k, As for working him the hard-
est, he who ke('ps his p('ons continua II~- "Ilt it" finds them less
ready to pull up and leave than he who allows them to spend
many dnvs nnrl all the hours of everv afternoon in comfortable
and mutiny-urceding loafing' and gamhling' about the quarters.
'I'his ,yas the old system, the system in which was engender-
ed a true fcudn 1 estate, in the 1WRt scnae of the term, with its
paterna1 and most commondn hlp svstem of considci-insr the
peon as a part of the- place, and eonnceted with it bv ties af-
fectionate as well as peeuniarilv. In those days the poen on
the plantation was far better off than he of the town. He was
in debt to his master, to he sure, but that debt in itself was an
advantage. It gnarantC'ed him the attention and interest that
a fine horse would command, f'or not only was there the ad-
vuntajro of a g'ood strong' man £0;' the estn te, but he represent-
ed capital, and IlS such, was exempt from many of the abuses
which mitrht otherwise have come to him. He was eared for
when he was sick, he was made contented, as far as possible,
and made to feel that his interest lay in adapting himself to
his surroundings, which he did.
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'I'hese were the conditions as the Americans found them
when they came to make the tropics of Mexico the model of
every land under the wide sun. 'When they first came, some
of them made the mistake of advancing the wages beyond the
normal scale. This was a fault up to which the actual condi-
tions grew after they had been in possession a short while, and
more Americans came in, and the demand for workmen sprung
up and increased. For the advance of wages, it must be stated,
is not by any means entirely without good and sufficient cause.
It has gone up by the unchangeable law of supply and demand,
and as such, can merely be commented upon as a thing out-
side the power of man to regulate. In many instances, how-
ever, the bid for labor, of higher wages, has been far beyond
its real worth in any field of work and has, of course, not added
to the supply of the la bor,
But there is this point about the higher wages. The poen
has no idea of saving, as has been pointed out before, and the
higher his wages are, the sooner he begins to feel within him
the call of freedom-his princely freedom, as he makes it-
the sooner must he stop work and make the long journey to his
home fiesta and spend gloriously all his earnings, and all the
advance he can get on the strength of his big wages. 'I'his,
naturally, is not an advantage.
The peon is a ticklish problem. Few Americans know how
to deal with him. They are too democratic, and so make him
lose respect for them, or they go to the other extreme, and,
with the memory of the big' debt, or knowing' how the poen
has been begged to come to work for him, treat him with far
too much respect to get very much good work from him. The
planters-c-Amei-iean and )lexican-who are trying' to make
their plantations pay without living' on the hopes of the great
future of rubber, have said again and again to the wr-iter that
the peons who go to work on the big' American fincas come
back spoiled for any real work with them, spoiled on account
of the fact that they have had fur more ag:uardiente than was
good for them, spoiled because they had found life far too easy
with the Amerienns to have any considera blc desire to work
hard ag·ain. This 11Ia)' he unfai~' to the majority of Americans,
but it is without doubt true of a comfortable minority of them.
Another objection to the make-up of the peon is that he will
insist on running away. His rcspousi hil i ty has never been
very clearly defined to him, and he feels that the onlv reason
Ill' should not run away is that he may get caught. Here his
appreciation of a contract ends, and here heg'ins and ends
morul responsibility. He does inot know what that is. 'I'he
true difficulty with the ])(,0)1 is his remarkable pevchology.
Planters have sworn mightily at him, and called him" a wretch
without the slightest sense of honor or gratitude, as ready t.o
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get up from a sick bed where you have nursed him for months,
stick a knife into you and jump his contract as to smoke a
cigarette." All of which, many planters would think a mo-
ment before they would deny. But the peon is not a blood-
thirsty person. One would smile often before one would be
convinced that he could summon enough energy to do such a
delightfully dramatic thing. But behind that remark lurks
spectres of men who have met a fate that seemed to be close
to that very prophecy. But the ordinary peon is a man of
leisure, primarily, whom an unkind fate has forced to soil his
hands with toil. He does not go out to his work happy in the
thought of helping a bit the development of the scheme of
things, nor does he come home" tired but happy." He may
sing in the field, though no American ever heard him. His
chief joy in life is to line up at the store in the morning and
the evening for his drink of ai-!:uardiente. and there his pleas-
ure ends, apparently. Be is to be pitied for it, perhaps, but
one should not waste too many tears.
'I'he peon is well treated on most plantations. To be sure,
there is a most comfortable profit in the plantation store
something over 100 pel' cent.), but that if; mere interest on the
peon's debt, the plantation manager will say, and in return,
the peon has all the many beautiful things which so tempt his
extravagance and tickle his fancy. He enjoys nothing' more,
especially as he can at times gratify both by some unexpected
and inappropriate purchase. And the peon is pretty well
contented. On most plantations he has his little house and his
family if he wants them, and food is issued to him for both
his wife and himself. Those plantation managers who have
found that contented men work best follow the old Spanish
proverb, "Barriga Ilenu. corazon conte'nto," (a fnll stomach
makes a contented heart). The rations on many plantations
are generous, even to a fault, but the manuucrs feel that it
pays sufficientlv well to ho worth while. A representative
weekly ration that is givpn bv the San Marcos plantation, at
Palenque, Chiapas, will be of interest. Each Monday morn-
ing, the weekly' rations are dealt out for a family as follows:
Beans, n·'S kilos; rice, 1 kilo: coffee, GOO grams: salt, 1/'S kilo;
lime, lh kilo; lard, 1 bottle; keruseue, :If:! bottle; brown sugar,
1 kilo; meat, ;3 kilos.
Single men receive half the ahove ration. And this, with
comfortable houses, music, and aII that makes home pleasant
for the lower classes of Mexico, go toward the contentment of
the labor OIl the plantations. In fact, it is a soured plantation
man who will not say that the peon is infinitclv 'better ofr on
most of the plantations than he would be in his native village.
And on some of the plantations, too, nota hlv the splendidly
managed del Corte hacienda, some thirty kilometers east from
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Palomares, Oaxaca, there are churches, with priests making
periodic visits, and m-rangements are made and carried out
for fine celebrations of the feast days, another bid for the con-
tentment that is so hard to find in apeon when he is away £[,0111
his native hearth. The peon has 110 word for "home," but he
is as hard to tear from his native "tierra" as a lichen from a
rock.
But in spite of all this, the peon is not what can be called a
good laborer. That is, he does not rank up with the laborers
of more temperate climes, or even with the best in tropical
countries. He is, frankly, not worth what he is paid, for rea-
sons. to a degree, not his own, as he can not increase his effi-
ciency hy the use of machinery. for instance, as tropical ag:ri-
cultnre does not admit of its use to any great extent. On his
own account, too, he has many drawbncks. In the first place,
he always wants to get hack to his home country, and is never
contented until he has returned. Some fincas have gone far
toward disproving this contention, in that they have many
families who have settled with some degree of permn ncnce on
the plantation, and are contented to st av there most of the
time. They must alwavs, however, go hack to a fiesta at home
once in a while, at least once a ~'ear. But the contented
"colonized" peon is tho rarity. ::\fost of them arc eontinunllv
looking" Iorwm-d to the opportunitv to go hack, and few, it may
he stated ~.!:eneraJly, expect to work out their contracts to the
full time. Thov are alwuvs Iook inrr for a chance to run awav,
and not have tt; come baci,. The f,;talit~, of their always, witl1~
out exception, almost. ictiu-ning to their homes, is what makes
it unpleasant to g'et away. l'hey are almost invariably brought
back, with a big' now debt on their shoulders.
And what is the scerl'1 of the l'l.''..!.'cncI'l1tion of the peon?
,\Yh& cnri make him earn his money. nnd earn larger wages and
so he of .more value to the planter! The peon has undcniablv
deteriorated since the advent of the' ..Amcvicnn«, und the partial
shaHt'l'il1g- of old tmditions. Bnt is not the coming of these
samo Amoricn ns the secret of the nwakcnina and stepping' into
11 ]J(>W life f'OI' the poou, a new life where he Will he of more
value to himself and to the comnmnity as well as to his r111-
ployer :
Some will swonr that he can never hc reg'eneratrd, that he
is now, and ever will be, the inaarnntion of the leisure of' tho
tropics, and whether lazy 01' not, will have to live long' before
he passes awnv from that feeling of ease and comfort which
has become his wont.
And yet others say that he is on the up-grade even now, that
not only is he increasing- in intelligence to a degree, hut his effi-
ciency and ability are increasing, too. Five years ago, the
mozo on any plantation would not think of bnying canned
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goods or beer. Now, with things of that sort-luxuries, if you
will-all about him, he wants them, and to get them, he must
work. He can no longer be content with loafing under the
bread-fruit tree by the stream all day, and working a little
every little while to get money to buy himself cigarettes. He
has wants of a higher grade, and to satisfy them, he must have
money, and to have money, he must work. The average is in-
creasing, and as the intelligence and the standard of living of
the peon increases he does better and more intelligent work,
and demands higher wages. And so the system is working
around, in the minds of these men, and is the old story of in-
creased wages bringing increased wants, with a consequent in-
creased desire to get money, increased ability and value and
increased wages again, and so on around the circle once more.
From this, many of the most intelligent planters of the Isthmus
argue that there is in the course of development in the Mexican
tropics a laboring: man of ability, intelligence and ambition, ,
tending' toward the evolution of a worker who will compare
favorably with men of his own class in the United States.
The term "enganchados" is used on the American planta-
tions of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in referring to the con-
tract laborers from the cities. Literally, the word means "the
contracted ones," but it is used almost entirely to refer to the
city men. It is also shortened to "enganchos," for conveni-
ence. 'I'his sort of labor is the worst that comes into the
hot country Its gangs are made up of the scum of
the cities, men who have lived off their wits until they
came to the inevitable end of their string, broken clown, pulque-
soaked, their blood polluted with nameless diseases, until they
arc fit for nothing, and a wily contractor forces them on a
planter who can get no other la bOI', and he puts up with them
as best he can until the end of their contract.
There has of late been considerable discussion of what is
called "the enuanchndo problem." On :Hay 14, the Hcrald
printed a letter from Herman 'Whitaker, a writer of note, who
has snent some time in the section of the Isthmus in which en-
gunchado labor is used to the g'I'cat('st extent, On May 2:3 it
printed a communication from the Vist.a Hermosa plantation,
replying' to 1\11'. Whita ker 's letter. Both were well written ar-
tielcs, and each set off in startling' contrast to the other the
views which each had of the problem. 1\11'. Whitaker saw only
the humanitarian side of it. and declaimed in no fechle terms
ag'ainst the abuses of the system. On the other hand, "Vista
Hermosa," as the "Titer signed himself, shot straight home to
the truth of the situation as he saw it, at close range, and after
five years living ncar it he said that this la bar was' not used on
their plantation. Both were right, and hath views can he corn-
mended. 1\11'. Whitaker mado some mistakes, due to a lack of
knowledge of everything that pertains to the system, but he
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wrote fro~n the point of view of a man who had seen with his
own eyes. "Vista Hermosa," on the other hand, failed to give
Mr. Whitaker due credit for his efforts or for his point of view.
Since the appearance of these two articles, discussion has been
rife on the subject. This contribution is designed to give, as
far as possible, the normal view of the matter.
The use of enganchado labor is confined very largely to the
plantations in tile 'I'rinidad and Colorado river valleys in the
states of Oaxaca and Veracruz. It covers other sections also,
and many of the plantations in that section are free from it;
but this is the principal center. Here labor conditions are at
their worst. The native labor is scarce and hard to get, and
the only chance the planter has to get labor is to bring it down
from the mountains of Oaxaca or import it from the cities.
In view of the fact that the city labor is much easier to get,
and a comparatively small portion of the inhabitants of the
mountain towns care to come down, the former method is that
most often resorted to. It is simply a question of getting
enough labor to go around. The supply of native labor will
not supply all needs, so the planter goes to the city contractor.
'I'hissolution of the labor problem is as old as the history of
agriculture in Veracruz. The enganchados, or worse, convict
laborers, are used in the Valle Nacional, and other tobacco
growing sections, and have been for many years. The only
vital point of difference between the enganchado from the city
and his cousin from the hot country village is geogrophical.
But this means 11 great difference, when it is projected into the
make-up of a laborer. From the plantation manager's point
of view the difference in geographical location means that he
must put up barbed wire galeras in which to house his en-
ganchados, lest they run away, a different attitude from that
maintained toward the native laborer. For the laborer, it
means the difference between a man used to the country and to
farming, and one who never saw a machete except in a store
window, and has not the slightest idea of agriculture of any
sort, not to mention the various disadvantages of mental and
physical make-up. .
The enganehnrlo comes from the city. Usually he comes be-
cause he is down in the world and finds here a chance to make
his living, and get away from town for a while. A contractor
of labor comes to the city. makes his headquarters in the places
where these wrecks drift, even as a sailor's lodging-house
keeper watches for the derelict that he will ship aboard the
next vessel that needs a crew. Here he meets his men. He
picks up the waifs of every class. He has broken down car-
gadors, street loafers, thieves who think it is time to leave the
town for a while, clerks who have lost their places, and are
broken down; tradesmen, and even professional men. It is a
sad crowd that goes down to the plantations as city engancha-
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dos. Those who are educated are always careful to conceal it,
and even their nearest bunk-mate knows nothing of it, though
men who spoke English perfectly, tradesmen who have found
good places to work at their trades on the plantations, and even
bookkeepers have been found among the derelicts of an en-
ganchado gang. Finally, when the number is about complete,
the contractor goes to the jail, and by paying the fines of a
few drunks or petty thieves, or stealing a few who do not want
to go, fills up his quota and bundles the gang on the train.
This is the crowd that is dismounted at the little station
nearest the plantation, down in the hot country, and marched
out to their work, and into their galera. 'I'his is what the
plantation manager has to deal with, to plant his crops and
reap his product, and do all the many things that must be done
every day on a plantation. And 50 pel' cent., almost, of every
gang of these workmen have come with the idea of leaving as
soon as an opportunity offers. The trip has been pleasant, and
now they are anxious to get out of paying for it, and for the
money that was advanced them. Most of them know what
they were coming to. 'I'he barbed wire galera was put there
because they needed it, as every man knows in his. heart.
There is no great objection to the treatment, at first, but that
very night, if it is possible, some of the men will slip away.
They have no honor with regard to a contract, and are only
waiting for a chance to jump it, and the debt they have. Each
man and woman has been advanced a small sum of money,
which is charged to account and which he or she knows must
be worked out. Nothing else is charged. The railroad fare
and expenses are paid by the contractor, who has received a
comfortable sum averaging *50 for delivering each laborer to
the plantation. In his gang' there was one woman for every
five or ten men. They were tortilla makers and public women
of a low class. There need be no tears wasted on their lot.
They knew what they carne for, and consented to it.
As an illustration of the attitude of the engnnchadns, as a
class, toward their ernplovers, and the absence of any feeling
of gratitude, may be noted the instance of a certain engan-
charlo who came to the plantation with a sore breaking out on
his leg. 'I'he sor« was one of those which come from hut one
cause, venereal disease, which, unseen when he was examined
by the physician in lIfexieo,hacl, two dnys after the man's
arrival in the hot country, and urged to a head by the unaccus-
tomed warm weather, broken open. It was of the sort that are
most common among the onganchado laborers, but particularly
loathsome and bad. The man was taken to the house desig-
nated as it hospital, and for five weeks was nursed and given
good care, attended by the compn ny physician. The night.
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after he was declared well, and fit for work, he broke out of
the galera and took himself away.
But in this these men from the cities are not very different
from those from the country about the plantations. Practically
all that restrains the natives is the fact that if they go home,
where they iuvariablv go. they are easily apprehended by the
officials and agents of the company and brought back, while
the enganehado, once gone, can seldom be returned, as he
easily loses himself. Moreover, no law can he brought against
him to force him to return, even if he were found, and coercion
is too dangerous in the cities.
And yet, to a degree, one can easily understand the attitude
of these men, Many of them were drugged, coerced into going,
and naturally feel that they have a rig'ht to take French leave.
But this does not apply to all, by any means, Many are mcu
who went into the game having known it before, and expecting'
to try it again. One plantation man told the writer of an
enganehado, a good workman, this time, who had been to
his place several times, always returning' to the city, however,
in preference to working steadily on the place. But he had
come back several times and worked his ,time out. The planter
met an engnnchado gang on the train one clay, and found this
fell 0'" among them. lIe spoke to him. and soon the engnu-
charlo was pouring' out a sad story of how he had thought he
was going' to the plantation of the planter he was addressing',
and now, much was his S01TOW when he found that it was to
another.' He wanted the planter to buy the account. 'I'hn t
was not feasible, and the poor fellow went on into the un-
known world.
In the treatment of the crurn neharlos OIl the plantation, oue
can find much to criticise. They are housed in great barbed
'wire galeras, 01' huts. with meagre sanitary appliances, and
nothing more than boards to sleep on. But there is much to
recommend these housinrrs <Ihov» those of many of the free men.
If they a re well constr-ucted, there are a11 the conveniences
{jill' could ask for. even scpara t« rooms for families, if such ex-
ist, 01' for the WOllH'IJ. if thcv should happen to desire to use
them. The model engunchudo house is indeed a model, and
one cun see such houses on many plantations. The engun-
chu dos are g'lW l,tit'd most carefully, for there is the eve]' present
c1<111g'Pl' of the ir runuing uwny 011 the slightest opportunitv.
After the c<lhos uic cruel in their treatment. a fact which is
to be condemned. alt hourrh it ruust hr borne in mind that th«
nie n they are dealing with arc men who need just such trout-
ment, and can understand 110 ot her. Taking advantage of the
situation, however, cannot ]w too much condemned,
'I'he engnnchu do system is lal'!!,'l'1.\' jmlged hv its abuses, and
110t hy its advantages. "\11(1 theso abuses exist. No planter
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who knows the real history of the system, or the inside facts
of the neighboring plantations, will deny for a moment that
the worst stories of the enganehado system are true. Refer-
ring' ag'ilin to the article written by Herman \Vhitaker for the
Herald, it may be said on most competent authority, even other
than Mr. 'Whitaker, who is thoroughly reliable, that the abuses
he mentioned and suggested even more strongly not only do
exist, but have existed for years. But, on the other hand, 1\[1'.
'Whitaker saw the thing's of which he wrote practically all at
one plantation, and one camp of that plantation. There are
other places of which stories are told, although many of them
have changed their tactics, and are now tventing their .labor
in a more humane way. As a rule, though, the enganchado
labor is in the hands of the contractors au the plantations, and
to them is due, finally, the blame of the treatment accorded
the enganchados, 'I'he p:rcatcr portion of the blame from the
outside, however, falls On the Americans, who are the heads
of the plantations, and of course it docs, to ~l c1cgl'ee, rest there,
It is not in keeping' here to mention the ilbuses which are
alleged to' have been practiced asrainst the enganchados, the
treatment of men :::;0 shamelesslv that they die, the raping' of
women, the dcprivation of the Iaboi-crs of any means of bath-
ing, and the insanitnry conditions of their houses, leading on
to noxious diseases, The truth of the matter is that it is n
very small pcrccntaue of the employers of cngnnehado labor
,,'110 are unnecessarily cruel and thoughtless toward their men,
~\rost of them are anxious to take care of them, und have them
well as soon after they get sick HS possible, in order to get the
best work from them,
Pluntation men do 1I0t take cngnnehudo labor because they
like it, nor do thcv prcfr-r it to a nv other, even the lowest.
Bnt there is a certain advnntrure ill it. as aile planter said to
11w writer, with a queer thrill in his voice : "\Vhen you've got
'em, thevro yours, and have to do what ,\'OU wrmt them to do.
If they dont, you can kill 'em!" ..\nd vet the man did not
kill them, It was. only the consciousness of his power, tIL'
realization that he was lord over the bodies of these men and.
women. 11; is a s1Tnnge l'ef'ling'. not compn tihle with Americau,
01' Mt'xieo City ideals, perhaps, but P:1I't of the wonderful sy,-;-
tem which has gTOWII 1'01' centuries down in that hot countrv,
Awl it is just thoro thnt the dang"'l' lies. The power of life
and death luis ever heo n :1 IIWIJaCC to the I)J'Ojw!' development
of a race, and here it is. in a hnost its native strength. 'I'hcre
is the danger, aud thoro is where the wrong' sort of man mn kes
his mistake.
'I'hc cng':lllchado lnhor if; a thing' that has comr-, and that men
must look nt squn rolv and honcstlv, If it is 11](' ('!'ying' evil of
Mexico, let it he stripped. If it is fn r from heing' that, let it
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become the thing that men can make it best, and be allowed
to live, for the salvation of a wonderfully fertile country. Some
plantations will die if this system is abolished, and among
them will be some of the best in the Isthmus country. As for
its regulation, that is a thing which is already attended to, to
a degree. The jefes politicos are the officials whose business
it is to look after the regulation of this traffic. They do it
to the best of their ability, and the eases of flagrant abuse are
comparatively few where there is a close surveillance. There
is no doubt that this watch could be made much closer, to the
advantage of the enganchado. but it has not yet reached the
point of perfection, After all. the matter of the treatment of
any class of labor depends on the men on both sides, the laborer
who cannot find it in himself to seek the redress that is waiting
for him, and, on the other hand, the employer who can brow-
beat any class of labor to the point where, it dare not call its
soul its own. Th« only difference is that there are various
classes of laborers and employers. It is the personal element
straight through, and the enganchaclo is not the man to go to a
jefe politico. No)' is the employer of enp:anchado labor the sort
of man to seek the law to help him deal properly 'with the
wretches who serve him.
'I'he enganchado la b01'01' is one phase of the labor problem
that came in the nature of a solution. It is not a success. No
man who can possibly get along' without his class of men will
use them. He will take up anything' but them, if he has the
choice. 'I'he enganchado marks a black spot in labor condi-
tions, and there is not a manager of any plantation which
has to use these men who would not hail with delight, nay
relief, if it were only adequate. But it is a phase of the pro-
blem which cannot be overlooked. 'I'he other phases are largely
from the utilitarian point of view. This is also from that side,
but it is also to he taken from the humanitarian view-point,
and this, in all its phases, makes it one of the most important
:sides of the white labor problem. It calls for a relief even
.stronger than the other problems, and it must be met and a
solution g'iven. .It IS not in itself a solution, although, as has
been said, it was first offered as such.
'l'h« labor problem in Mexico is sti ll a long' ways from solu-
tion. In northern l\Iexico, and in the richer sections on the
plateaus, it is adjusting itself, and is reaching out toward ,I
solution. although it is still in a state that may to a degree be
called chaotic. In the tJ'OpiCR, however, the solution is only
beginning to find its feet, and the groping' for the answer still
g'OI'S all. Here, lifo> lias been pointed ant, the conditions have
been greatly disturbed within the past few years. The coming:
of rich Amcrican companies, who have ta ken it upon them-
selves to develop vast tracts of land, has forced the lahar pro-
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blem not only to the front, but also not a little out of balance.
'I'his balance it was able to maintain under the old conditions
because those conditions were regulated hy a possibility of
growth no greater than the conditions of labor, climate and
land permitted. The coming of the big companies, planning tl)
tear from the soil and from those conditions prosperity such
as it had never dreamed it was capable of, has given the pro-
blem new phases. It has been the object of this series of arti-
cles to treat on these phases. The discussion has reached the
point of the solution of the problem, and the answer is that it
has never been solved.
Labor conditions in the hot country have improved within
the past years. This improvement has been due to two primary
causes. The first is not a pleasant one to consider, but it
remains a fact. 'l'he improvement is due in the first place to
the failure of a large number of the plantations which have
been established in the sections which have been suffering.
These plantations had conserved a -considerable quantity of
Inbor, whose release at the time of their closing added much to
the "visible supply" of the commodity, and so tended toward
improving" the conditions for the other plantations. This fact
is stated by every plantation man who knows conditions, aml
there are not a few who are to-day awaiting the failure of
one or two of the big companies which are now tottering on
their last legs to release to them more labor with which to
handle their own crops. An instance of the improvement of
the conditions which is due to the failure of the big plantations
is the case of Miller & .1\ nsel, a firm of enterprising" Englishmen
who have become rich in the legitimate work of the develop-
ment of the Ubero plantations. Since the failure of the last of
these companies, their army of laborers has been free to work
on other plantations, and several have been able to supply
themselves through Messrs. Miller & Ansel, but by contract
work, however,
The second cause of the improvement of the conditions is
the importation of foreign la hor. It is immaterial, at this point,
that a large proportion of this labor is inferior, for whether
it has in itself been valuable, it has had the cffect of improv-
ina, from the planters viewpoint, the attitude of the native
peon, He now bcgms to see that he has not everything in his
own hands, and realiaing that, is beginning to act toward his
employers with a little less of the undesirable qualities which
marked him un to t.lie time of the coming of the first insta11-
ment of imported lahar. ..A third cause of improvement may be
mentioned, nlthougn a goodly percentage of plantation men
will take exception to it, in the gradual improvement of the
laboring man of Mexico, as he gets a vision of the fruits of
honest toil and economic management.
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Before entering into the discussion of the various plans
which have been offered for the solution of the labor problem
by means of imported ]abor, it must be mentioned that there
is not a single employer of labor in the hot country who would
not immeasurably prefer using native labor to taking chances
with the imported varieties. 'l'he reasons for this are numerous
and obvious. Men who are acclimated, and know the use of
the great native tool, the machete, who are at home and are
better satisfied, as a rule, with their work, are assuredly better
workmen than foreigners who are ignorant of these things, un-
acclimated, and almost invariably worthless. There is, too,
the advantage of direct contact with the la bor. Every planter
learns Spanish, but not 011e that anyone has heard of has
learned Chinese. In addition, every planter, almost without
exception, who has tried the two, prefers the native to the
Oriental on the g'f:'ncral basis of better workmanship. In a dis-
cussion of the imported labor problem. the most natural begin-
ning is with those imported from the Western Hemisphere,
the negroes. This clas'S' of labor, imported from the United
States, has been a failure. The unsavory experience of La
-Iunta plantation, neal' Sanborn station, on the Veracruz &
Pacific railroad, is too fresh in the minds of the public to need
repeating Jll detail here, The company was, it is true, deceived
in the labor it received. They were presumably plantatiou
"niggers," bu t it did not ta ke ICIng' for it to develop that they
were the lowest class of city loafers, wharf rats and gamblers.
It will be remembered that the first 11l'WS from them came as
complaints from the laborers themselves regarding their treat-
ment. 'I'hese complaints finallv rcacherl the point where Con-
sul Canada, of Veracruz, was sent to the plantation to make an
examination. His i-opoit was a complete vindication of th«
plantation and a11 its employees. The plantation finally got rid
of the men, after giving up the fight to keep them at work,
and is now getting along with volunteer labor and engnn-
chados, which, however, are not employed directly, only as
its contractors use them. But the fnct romains thnt the Amor-
ican negro is not adapted to tropical plantation work. H(~
may once, many generations hack. have come from a trnpieu j
country, but he is now too much of all American to be nhle til
endure the work which a tropical laborer lI111St endur-o.
'I'h« Jamn icun negroes haw! been a bettor ventm-e, and som e
plantations a rc even now importing' them for work. The
Mutual Rubber Production Company, of Boston, imported a
large squad some two years ago, and although they fonnd som e
difficulty in dealing with them, D. P. (lrn ves, the manager of
the plantation, says that they have gotten them into right reln-
tionships, and b~· mcnns of direct coutract with the men Ior
clearing and clcuni njr, a re getting' va Ina bl e work out of them,
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As a whole, however, this solution of the difficulty is not bv
any means adequate. It muv serve for a few plantations, but
the conditions under which it has proven successful are not
those under which most tropical labor works.
The difficulty of importing lahar from Europe is a difficulty
to which the use of negro labor is also subject. Europe has in
the United States a market for its labor which is in every way
superior to the Mexican market. It has a more salubrious
climate than that in which the laborer in the tropics works
(and it must be remembered that this is onlv dealing with the
labor problem as it is manifested in that section) a~d in addi-
tion it has the great advantage of paying almost twice as
much money for a man's la bor, with living, if anything, cheap-
er. ,V. P. 'Wood, formerly manager of the Mutual Life of
New York in this city, now managing the Amate plantation on
the Coatzaeoalcos river, in Veracruz, tells a characteristic story
of President Diaz apropos of this subject. 'When the labor pro-
blem was most perplexing IVIr. 'Wood was in Mexico, and sought
an audience with the president, with n view to interesting' him
in its solution. General Diazsfirst question was:
"Have you a suggestion as to how the government can help
yon?"
'I'hc aI1SWel' was a nenntive, with thr sngg'estion that it
seemed that some inducement rniaht be offered to turn the tide
of European immigration away from New York and toward
Mexico. The answer was pointed and characteristic, going'
straight to the weak point of the proposition:
"Labor in the United States earns from *1.50 to $2 a day
gold. That is Europes p:rent Iodestone in that eountry. Here,
a laborer of equal class g'ds from a peso to a peso and a half
silver. T.1H bor is g:oing' to tho best rna rkct for its product. The
only way T see that the gO";:l'lllnent". can solve that problem is
for you to pay the difference between n peso and two dollars
gold. "
Oriental labor is the hope of overv plantation man in :.\[exicn.
The experiments with it have her-n, it is true, as a rule dis-
cournging, hut still they hope that SOll1C day the importation
of this class of workmen will solve the prnhlcm. The .Ia pancse
who have been importeel have of late proven themselves to lw
valuable. They arl' now ill lIS(' to ;l dcrrrcc all the T.1a Crosse
plantation at 'I'ehuuntepee )intiollnl rn ilway, nnd also at the
Badger plantation in the state of Veracruz, in the Trinidad and
Colorado river country. .At La Crosse, where American machin-
ery is used in the sugm- fields, the -Inps have proven themselves
valuable and intelligent workmen. conscientious and able farm-
ers, 'I'here has been little difficulty in managing' them, accord-
ing' to Manager Hammond. of the plnntn tion, and altogether,
he prizes them verv hig·hly.
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The other side of the Japanese story comes from the experi-
ence of a number of plantations in the Trinidad and Colorado
river country, notably La Soledad and Buena 'Vista, which
brought over a gang of -Iaps and from the time they were
landed until they were finally given up, had a merry time,
vieing with their neighbor La Junta's variegated experience
with the American negroes. The Japs are another people who
find, as a rule, the tropical plantation work not compatible
with their natures. 'I'hcre is also the fact that they find it no
difficulty to get into the United States, where the labor com-
mands better prices and where they find more of their kind,
and life has more charms than tropical plantation life offers.
The final hope is the Chinaman. 'I'his industrious workman
has been excluded from the United States, so that the tempta-
tion of that luring star of every foreign laborer is removed
from the question, and the Chinaman stands on his own footing
of adaptability and usefulness in l\'Texico. Chinese labor has
been sufficient to induce those who have used it to import more
men and to put themselves more into the position of exclusive
users of this class of labor. Yucatan planters have found the
Chinamen satisfactory as field hands. The railroads have
brought them in to replace native labor on railroad construc-
tion. Chinese labor has its drawbacks, and they are by no
means small, but it is beyond question the most satisfactory of
all imported labor coming to Mexico.
The Chinaman is an experiment, but many plantation men
who were at. the time using,' native Iaboi- exclusively, have ex-
pressed to the writer their belief that Chinese labor will even-
tually solve the labor problem in Mexico. They do not use it
because they can get along with native labor, and do not care
to take the risk which of course surrounds the importation of
Chinamen. As Chinese labor now comes to Mexico, it is
brought by immigration companies, and is subject to great
abuses. In the first place, as all know, there are Chinamen of
all classes, as there are men of other nationalities of all classes,
Mexico, the tropical part of it at least, has little use for China-
men except agriculturists. The immigration companies do not
bring an entire shipment of this class of men. In fact, the
cheapest Chinamen, and so the ones which they usually get,
are city men, who .lmow nothing- of the agriculture of their
own country, to say nothing of Mexican systems. These men
are not used to field work, and the first requisite of a tropical
laborer is one who is used to outdoor work, and can stand a
reasonable amount of weather. Another great drawback to
the taking of labor throug-h the immigration companies is the
fact that as long as the Chinaman is kept on the place, the
plantation pays a rent to the immigration company. Ostensibly
they pay the Chinaman about ~f;l.3;) a day, with the under-
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standing that he feeds himself. A goodly portion of that pay
goes on to the company. Hence, as a permanent thing, it would
be much »etter to import the> labor first hand and pay the
worker direct what he asks and no more. Again, the COI1-
tracted Chinaman is, as a rule, accompanied by gamblers em-
ployed by the contractor, whereby a percentage of the wager"
he gets are taken away from him again. A Chinaman can noL
be kept from gambling', but professional gamblers are an un-
necessary curse.
The difficulties and objections to Chinese labor as contracted
for from immigration companies 01' Chinese contractors can he
largelv gotten away from by direct importation. by the planta-
tion companies, of the men they need. They can be guaranteed
a certain amount of pay, and contracts can be taken.
This experiment was tried when Chinese labor was first con-
sidered in the isthmus. About two years ago, a number of plan-
tations united and sent to China an agent who was thoroughly
acquainted with the country, and knew the districts from
. which came the best la borers of the Philippines and Hawaii.
He made an encouraging report, and the companies had about
decided to import a number of Chinamen as an experiment
when the bubonic plague scare of that year broke forth. There
was no open port at Salina Cruz or any Mexican port to a
Chinese port. with the single exception of Hong Kong. This
port was a British possession, and by British law, no contract
labor could be exported from it. This effectually put a stop
to the proposition, and the agent WI1S recalled until conditions
there improved.
Before the affair could be carried further, conditions in the
isthmus improved, owing to the failure of some of the big com-
panies, who thus released many la borers. It was at that time,
too, that the first of the immigration companies was organized.
But the advantage of the direct importation scheme has never
heen questioned, and all that is needed to make the experi-
ment successful, according to its backers, is to make one 1110re
effort with the united planters back of it.
It is variously estimated that it would take in the neighbor-
hood of 3,000 colonized Chinamen to properly and permanently
solve the labor problem in the tropics. This means a residue
of 3,000, and would necessitate the importation, in all prob-
ability, of many times that number before so large a perma-
nent population could be secured. This is the dream of nearly
every planter who is finding the labor problem the real article,
and this is the only adequate suggestion that has ever been
made for its solution.
And yet the importation and colonization of 3,000 Chinese is
not the real solution. Mexico is asking for a permanent popu-
lation, a people" who will not only solve the labor problem, but
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will solve it so thoroughly that they will become Mexicans. It
needs thousands of desirable immigrants to come and be assimi-
lated into the national life, to reawaken it where it is sleeping,
and to raise the standard of tho population of Mexico higher
than it has ever been raised.. The Chinaman will never do that.
All ov-er the world the Chinaman is a Chinaman. He never
becomes anything: else, and his children, no matter who their
mother is, are Chinamen. And yet the Chinaman as a laborer
is the great chance for the present for the salvation of the
Mexican tropics. 'Whether the future will prove that he is
also the permanent solution can only remain to be proven.
The la bor problem remains unsolved. 'Will the Chinaman, with
his many drawbacks, be an adequate solution?
THE MOI..dSCCIT INDUS1'RY IN DEJlIERA.Rf1.
The utilization of waste and by-products is one of the most
remarkable features of modern industrial development. It
constitutes at once a striking tribute to the research of the
scientist and the energy and enterprise of the manufacturer,
and affords at the same time an object lesson in practical
economy the value of which it would be difficult to over-
estimate. It cannot be brought as a charge against cane sugar
manufacturers that they have been neglectful of the possibili-
ties of waste products in the past, but the discovery of the
properties of molascuit as a cattle-food has enabled them to
carrv the process of utilization to an almost complete degree in
their business. ../\1' the present juncture, when this product is
making: such rapid headway with cattle owners all over the
world, a few facts in connection with its manufacture locally
will not be devoid of interest. 'I'he details given below, it may
be pointed out, possess a special value in that they arc not
based on vague generalizations or 'hearsay, but upon actual
observation and experience in this colony. ..
There can be no doubt that the manufacture of molaseuit
is making" verv satisfactory progress in British Guiana. It is
profitable, in the first place, for there is a verv ready sale at
home j in fact, cattle-breeders and others are clamoring for an
increased supply. The average price paid in Englund during
the past six months was £4 per tall. In order to produce one
the past six months was £4 p':r ton. In order to produce one ton
of molnseuit about 130 gallons cof molasss of a density of 44 to
46 degree's Beanme m-e required, in addition to the megass
meal, which is obtained by sif'tinu' the meg-ass as it passes from
the rollers which have crushed the canes, 'to the furnace. The
average cost of manufacture, including packages, local freight,
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lighterage and other incidental charges, is foul' and a half dol-
lars pel' ton. '1'0 this must be added cost of home freight, royal-
ties, commission, etc., which averages about *7 per ton. This
leaves net proceeds to the manufacture of $7.70 per ton. Equal
to very nearly six cents per gallon for the molasses used. The
megass meal used in the process of manufacture is not taken
into consideration, as it has little or no practical value as fuel.
'I'he present price of molascuit, therefore, may be reckoned as
equal to about one shilling per proof gallon in London of rum.
There is not, as a matter of fact, any immediate advantage to
sugar estate proprietors in making molascuit in preference to
rum, but the former acts as a relief to the rum market when
prices in the latter are depressed through overstocking, and
thus enables the rum industry to be carried on at a reasonable
profit. '1'0 put the matter in another way, one of the great
advantages of the manufacture of molascuit, so far as the
estates are concerned, is that the output of rum can be regu-
lated by it. Formerly, if the rum market got swamped, noth-
ing could be done with molasses, but now it can be utilized
with benefit to the manufacturer and to cattle-owners alike.
It may be taken for granted, moreover, that as the price of
rum increases so will the quotations for molascuit advance.
'I'herc arc at the present time forty-five estates in this
colony making sugar, but only a few of the larger estates
are equipped with a plant for the manufacture of molascuit.
It is a peculiar feature of' this product that it can be made
entirely by hand labor without the aid of machinery, but,
whereas the average cost of hand manufacture is 10 shillings
per ton, with a special plant of machinery the cost can be
reduced to GO cents pCI' ton. Molaseuit as made here consists
of about 75 per cent by weight of molasses and about 25 per
cent by weight of megass meal. The mixed product contains
from 50 to 55 pel' 'lent of sugar and about 13 per cent of
moisture. One of the ehiof difficulties experienced in connec-
tion with its manufacture here has been the drying of the
meguss meal. The meal contains more than half its own weight
of water, and the bulk of the water must be eliminated, both for
the purpose of enabling the meal to absorb the molasses and in
order that the molascuit may keep satisfactorily after its manu-
facture and not ferment. All these matters are being made the
object of careful study on the estates, and the present process
of manufacture, which is to a large extent automatic, results
in the production of a cattle-food which possesses great nour-
ishment and which will keep in a temperate climate for an in-
definite length of time,
Molaseuit is being produced now in cane sugar manufac-
turing countries all over the world-s-in Cuba, in Java, and in
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the Argentine. There is, of course, a great local demand in
the last-named country. In British Guiana there is a slight
but slowly increasing demand, and no doubt in time owners
of stock here will realize the benefits to be derived from the
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